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Standing Committee on Agriculture, Forestry & Environment

Wednesday, September 14, 2005

9:00 a.m.

Part I - Food Action Committee: Jenny Book, Lisa Isaacman, Sylvia Mangalam

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    W e’ll call the

meeting to order.  W e are here because of Motion

No. 30 of the Legislative Assembly to discuss

genetically modified organisms.  W e may indeed

have to come back in October for one more day in

trying to wrap this up.  

W e have a fairly large agenda today.  Is there

anything that any of the members would like to add

to the agenda or anything?  If not, can we have a

motion to accept the agenda?  

Unidentified Member: So moved.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Seconder?

Wilfred Arsenault (PC):    Yes.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Seconded by

W ilfred, all those in favour signify by saying, aye.

AYE.  Okay, our first presenter today is from the

Food Action Committee, represented by Ms. Jenny

Book, Ms. Lisa Isaacman and Ms. Sylvia

Mangalam.  Okay, would you like to come up to

the front, ladies.

W hat usually takes place and we usually follow the

same order you give a presentation and then I go

through with the open for questions from the

panel.  Do you have some distribution?  Fine.

W e’re not a hard bunch.  Don’t be afraid of us or

anything.  Go ahead, dear, whenever you’re ready.

Jenny Book:   Okay, we would first off like to

thank the committee for allowing the Food Action

Committee of the Ecology Action Centre of Halifax,

Nova Scotia to speak today.  

The Ecology Action Centre or EAC, as we call it, is

the largest and most active environmental

organization in Nova Scotia.  It has over 700

members and 200 volunteers and staff.  Currently,

there are seven active committees running out of

the EAC.  Food Action is one of those committees,

the committee we are here to represent today.  

The mandate of the Food Action Committee or the

FAC, as we call ourselves, is to increase individual

and collective food access and self-reliance in

Nova Scotia.  Specifically, we aim to promote the

social, economic and environmental benefits of

locally-produced food.  W e also aim to promote

socially, economically and environmentally

sustainable ways of growing, processing and

distributing food.  The FAC comes here today with

the position in favour of making PEI GMO free.  

There are a number of reasons why we take this

position.  Genetically modified agriculture is

geared towards large scale production systems.

This type of agriculture often out competes small

scale local farm initiatives.  As previously

mentioned, it is the mandate of the FAC to

promote locally produced food and support local

farming initiatives.  W e recognize that local

farming initiatives as opposed to large scale

agricultural production assistance to encompass

socially, economically and environmentally

sustainable farming practices. 

W e are also concerned about the future of non

GM farmers if PEI GM agriculture is promoted on

the island.  The close proximity of farms coupled

with the windy climate almost ensures GM

contamination of non genetically modified

agriculture.  This will undoubtedly have a negative

affect on non GM and organic markets existing in

PEI today.  

The FAC is concerned with the quality of evidence

being used to promote the use of GMOs in

agriculture.  There’s a great scientific uncertainty

around whether these crops will in fact have a

negative affect on humans and/or the

environment.  W e do not feel there are adequate

benefits being realized by farmers or consumers to

warrant taking such risks.  Further, this scientific

uncertainty has cast doubt about the safety of such

crops with the public.  Acceptance is waiting and

more and more people are looking for GMO free

options.  The FAC recognizes that a GMO free

status would not only protect and improve PEI’s

environment and helping the citizens but would
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also provide considerable economic opportunities.

The organic market is growing at a steady rate of

10 to 20 per cent per year.  W hile European and

Japanese markets are insisting on non GMO

products.  Companies such as McCains and

Cavendish and retailers such as W hole Foods in

North America are also refusing GM foods and

food additives.  It is likely that the number of

countries and companies desiring and insisting on

non GMO products will consistently increase.

Further, the polls have shown that Canadians want

improved testing and labelling of GMOs.  More

than 85 per cent of the Canadian population

supports mandatory labelling of GM products.  PEI

could gain a market advantage by promoting its

agricultural products as GMO free whereby PEI

labelled potatoes and other crops could be

synonymous of being GMO free.  

As an island, PEI is in the rare situation of being

relatively isolated, thus significantly reducing the

potential for GMO contamination.  As a result,

consumers and farmers would have a greater

assurance of the purity or non GMO status of PEI-

origin products and seeds compared to other

areas, providing an even greater competitive

market advantage.  PEI can enter into the forefront

of the non GMO crop and seed producer

industries.  W hat a great opportunity for the

province to be known worldwide for its progressive

agricultural standards of excellence.  

The FAC sees great economic opportunity arising

as a result of going GM free.  First of all, there is

evidence that non GM crops may prove to be more

productive, require less chemical inputs and in

general, be more profitable over time.  

To highlight these possible advantages of non GM

agriculture, we call upon papers published by the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development and the National Farmers Union.

Both of these articles are referenced in the paper

we’ve given you today.  The OECD report on the

economic impacts of GM crops in the agri food

sector provides some very detailed information

about crop yield and pesticide and herbicide use

on GM soybean, corn, rapeseed, cotton, potato

and tobacco crops.  The OECD reports that yields

associated with conventional non GM crops were

almost consistently higher than yields from GM

crops.  They also determined that there was no

greater profitability of GM crops over non GM

crops.  There’s mounting evidence that chemical

inputs to GM crops increase over time as

resistance develops.  This supports the argument

that the profitability of GM crops decreases over

time.  

The National Farmers Union just this month

published an article stating that, and this is a

quote, “The total factor of productivity does not

increase as farm size grows.”  It reports that farms

less than 600 acres had the highest deficiency

levels of crops ranging from 3,000 to 8,000 acres

in size.  As mentioned previously, GM crops are

designed for large scale production and so are

arguably by size alone, a disadvantage in

expected profitability.  

W e also raise attention to the unique opportunity

in GM free trade that would present itself to PEI if

it were to go GM free.  PEI’s geographical location,

not only as an island and isolation from GMO

contamination, but also in terms of its proximity to

trade partners puts it in prime contention with

California in organic and non GMO markets.  W e

foresee PEI’s competitive advantage gaining

considerably as oil prices continue to rise.  If this

legislature acts now, PEI could have a great

competitive advantage in non GMO and organic

agricultural markets.

Further, if established as a GM free zone, PEI will

become a prime location for research requiring a

GM free environment.  W ith the growing adoption

of GM crops worldwide, this will certainly provide

great opportunity for PEI.  

All of the above mentioned arguments inform the

FAC’s position in support of PEI becoming a GMO

free province.  W e see the scientific uncertainty

clouding this issue, and causing societal doubt, as

being the source of the above mentioned

economic opportunities.  In your deliberations over

this issue, we implore you to strongly consider the

potential irreversible environmental and health

risks of GM crops which could be avoided and the

great economic opportunities available to PEI if

gone GMO free.  This should be an easy decision

to make, especially when you ask - who stands to

benefit with the adoption of GM crops?  Not the

consumers, not the farmers and not the

environment.  W e urge you to act now to make

PEI a GMO free zone before it is too late.  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Do you have

any questions, members?  Robert.
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Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Can you

elaborate on the economic benefits and

opportunities?   Like how exactly do you see PEI

taking the advantage of it and are there market

studies that indicate that we will be able to benefit

economically if we go GMO free?

Sylvia Mangalam:   I don’t know of any market

studies but I went shopping on Friday in

Superstore and due to a truckers’ strike in New

Brunswick, the shelves were pretty empty.  This is

stuff that comes from California and I brought a

bunch of stuff that the Food Action Committee has

done and one paper is - Does your food travel

more than you do?  Anybody can have one of

these that want and with the price of gas and oil

going up and there was recently in the Globe and

Mail an article about how the oil may have peaked,

a series I believe, and I read at least one of them

that it looks as if we’re now either–we’re within 20

years of oil peaking.  Than oil reserves are going

down.  Price will certainly go up and the artificial

fertilizers, pesticides and things like that, their

prices will increase.  Transport will certainly

increase.  It has already, and you are nearer to

Europe and Boston than California is.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Do you think we’ll

benefit because we’ll be able to export into those

markets?

Sylvia Mangalam:    Yes.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    And the demand

is there for non GM product?

Sylvia Mangalam:    Yes.  

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    But there’s no

market studies on this yet.  So we should probably

try and look for a market study on this, because it

would be a big gamble if we went that way and it

proved out not to be true.  

Sylvia Mangalam:    Another thing is seeds.

Monsanto has bought Seminis which is one of the

largest garden seed companies in the world.  It’s

also bought hybrid corn companies.  I forget the

name of it, I have it somewhere and it is now

buying up seed companies.  You’ve got Vesey’s

here.  They have been market garden vegetables

that have been modified already.  For example,

tomatoes and squash and with Monsanto’s

reputation for what they do, they will probably try to

modify other garden seeds.  The pollen is very,

very, very hard to corral.  Bentgrass pollen travels

13 miles.  That means you’re already too close.

That’s used for golf courses and the US Forest

Service has asked that it not be used.   So you’ve

got a real potential for a seed industry.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    W hat about–you

mentioned benefits to local farmers.  W hat do we

do with our local farmers that are growing GM

crops right now?  Should we put in a program to

help buy them out, take out some of their land out

of production?  That’s something else we’d have to

think about as well because we’ve got a lot

of–we’ve had farmers before this committee

saying that for them the best thing ever for their

farm has been to go, to grow GM crops.

Jenny Book:   In terms of profitability, you mean?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Profitability, in

terms of less spraying, in terms of higher yields,

and those are local farmers on Prince Edward

Island.  They’re not these large western farmers

growing 8,000 acres of anything.  These are our

local farmers on Prince Edward Island.  W hat do

we say to those farmers?

Jenny Book:     W ell I think there’s a fair amount

of science now that’s saying in the long term that

the profitability, you’re talking yields, if increased

pesticide spraying increases over time so perhaps

it wouldn’t be such a big issue for them to convert

if you’re talking about long term benefits.  Maybe

you could implement some kind of–I don’t know, if

you did some sort of subsidy program for changing

over those farms in the immediate time right now.

I don’t know how you would do that but the costs

are certainly of going GM free compared to GMOs,

I think there’s comparable in terms of the OECD

study found that profitability was equal between

the two and they compiled a whole bunch of

different studies throughout the United States,

different sized farms.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    W e had the

Canola Council of Canada in here yesterday

saying that farmers that grew the GM canola made

an extra $5.67 per acre.  So are they wrong?

Jenny Book:    No, I wouldn’t say that but I would

question how long those farms have been in

business.
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Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    I did question that

actually, because. . .

Jenny Book:    You asked them and what was it?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    . . .I heard from

another committee and they said they had been

growing since 95.

Jenny Book:    Really.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    So when do we

start to see this evolution that the yields are going

to go down and it’s all going to equal out and the

spraying will go up and things like that?  W hen will

that begin to happen?  

Jenny Book:    I don’t think there’s a definite time

you can put on it and certainly there’s science that

goes on the other side of the argument, some that

can be in complete opposition.  I don’t know.

Lisa Isaacman:   I think it’s a lot–it depends on the

crop., and the area that you’re in and the type of

genetic modification as to–so it’s very variable.  So

I think that makes it much more difficult to be able

to predict exactly how long it’s going to take.  I

think this is overall but I think also we’re really

finding now that there is a real strong desire for

organic and non GMO products.  I mean, Europe

and Japan are insisting that.  They won’t accept

GM products and that’s a huge market that

Canada is having problems with that right now

because they don’t–they’re not able to export

some of their crops to those countries because

those countries don’t want them.  So as if PEI

takes this GM free initiative, you’ll have this huge

market that you’re open to and the rest of Canada

wouldn’t really have that. 

Sylvia Mangalam:    You’re in a very unique

position to be able to do this that arguably no other

province in Canada has the same opportunity.

And wouldn’t canola be an export crop?  I mean

200,000 people aren’t going to use up that much

canola, are they?   And do you have a Farmer

Protection Act in place so that people who want to

grow non GMO canola can do so and be assured

that it really is? 

Lisa Isaacman:    That’s a major problem also is

with–and especially being with all your farms being

so close together is that the organic farms here

and the non GMO farms, as right now, GMOs are

pretty limited on the island but as they increase

which they undoubtedly will if there’s no protection

against that, it’s going to be very difficult for

organic farmers and non GMO farmers here to be

able to stay in business, to be able to get their

certification because there’s going to be

contamination undoubtedly.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Can there be

cross-contamination?

Jenny Book:    Yes, very easily.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    I’ll tell you right

now, Prince Edward Island, we sell so many of our

potatoes to Cavendish and McCains that the

second that there’s any threat coming that way,

you’ll see. . .

Lisa Isaacman:    Yes, and Cavendish and

McCains don’t want it.  I mean, we found that a

couple of years.  

Jenny Book:    And McDonald’s.

Lisa Isaacman:    Yes and McDonald’s, they don’t

want GMO potatoes.  So if you did bring that in,

they are not going to buy them.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):    Okay.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Eva.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    Yes, I want to thank you

for your presentation today and I’m just wondering,

so your main concern is around health concerns?

Is that your - I’m just trying to . . .

Lisa Isaacman:    Health, environment and

economics.  

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    So we had Health

Canada here on yesterday that did a presentation

and I know we’ve had a lot of presentations and

one that we’ve been trying to - I’ve been trying to

determine is a balance in this whole situation.  And

what Health Canada explained to us are the

stringent methods that they go through to ensure

food safety in this country.  And I asked even how

it compared in relation to the world organization

and anyway, they explained to us the very

stringent process they have in place before

anything is ever allowed on the market.  
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Then as well, the one where Cavendish and

McCains, we’re being told all the time that even

though the potato may not be a GMO potato, that

the oils that they used for frying them are.  W e

were told by another presenter that one of the first

GMO products on the shelf was tomatoes.  And so

we’ve been told that 70 per cent of the products

we buy maybe at the Superstore or the other

stores have some form of GMO traits.  And so, I

guess the challenge for us as a committee is to do

we eliminate everything out there that has any kind

of a GMO trait in it from tomatoes to oil to–or is it

just growing the crops because they tell us that

some crops don’t cross-pollinate.  

So in trying to sift through all that we’re hearing,

I’m just wondering again, for example, if there

really is seven per cent of the product that’s on our

store shelves now that have this trait, what would

you suggest we should do as a committee in a

recommendation?

Lisa Isaacman:    In that case, I think it’s two

separate issues as to what’s available in a store

for somebody to buy and what you are going to

produce and grow.  One thing is that people

want–there’s no labeling of products so people

don’t know what they’re getting when they’re

buying something in the store.  They don’t know

whether it’s GMO or non GMO and yes, there’s a

lot of GMO products in things so we do support

mandatory labeling so people, consumers can

have a choice.  

Right now, we don’t have a choice unless you

grow organic and there’s certainly a growing desire

for organic so I think that’s–I’m not sure how you

would limit what was in a store for somebody to

buy.  I think that that’s a consumer choice but you

can limit what you produce and that will go into an

organic market.  Like we said, one thing that you

can get is because you’re isolated, just labeling

something, if you went GMO free, just labeling

something as being from PEI, people would know,

well that means it’s GMO free and I can have that

assurance and there are lots of studies that says

that’s what people want.  

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    The labeling would have

to take place right across the country.

Lisa Isaacman:    Yes.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    Because these products

go in these chains somewhere and so the labeling

of all these - we’re also told that medicines. . .

Lisa Isaacman:    That’s coming.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    W ell they’re already

being used by people.  So this is the struggle for

us as a committee is in this whole, with our

recommendations, where do we–if it’s a safety

issue around health because people are

consuming anything that has any kind of a GMO

trait, or is the bigger issue that–if we could take

this off but leave the other 70 per cent.  There’s

the. . .

Jenny Book:    I think you need to recognize that

there is environmental and health risk and the

stringency of the assessment process, the CFIA

came in and they talked about the greatness of the

process and in terms of other places that have the

same–Europe has different requirements in their

risk assessment processes.  Speaking specifically

in terms of environmental risks, there’s a different

process for health issues.  But industry is charged

with carrying out their own risk assessment which

then goes to the CFA and they make decisions

based on what industry has produced and it often

is short term studies, institute, it can even be

clinical studies when they’re trying to predict the

behaviour of a plant in an environment that doesn’t

take into account farmers driving with a truckload

of seed where seed might be lost along the road or

any other kinds of environmental factors.  

So there is environmental risk and some of these

things we’re going to see in Ontario, there’s no–we

can’t have any organically certified canola

anymore.  There are health studies that indicate

that there are issues with microorganisms in the

guts.  W e had the example of tryptophan which

killed 37 people and 1,500 injured.  These might

be the rare cases, the extremes but they have

happened.  There’s a point to recognize that there

is a risk whether it’s apparent now.  W e should be

acting on the side of precaution or if there is some

indication that something might be going on.  W e

have the opportunity now to take a step back and

wait for some evidence.  

Sylvia Mangalam:    I would like to speak to the

science involved and one of the main qualities that

science should have is objectivity.  W hen you have

the people doing the study that have a vested

interest in the outcome, it is not science.  There
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has not been testing by people who do not have a

vested monetary interest in the outcome.  And

some of the people who have done these studies

have been bludgeoned literally, in terms of their

offices having been wrecked; their data stolen;

denied tenure.  There have been very few

independent studies done by people who do not

have a vested monetary interest in the outcome.

CFIA does not do independent studies.  Our

government does not fund independent studies.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    Have you had an

opportunity to research the website on Health

Canada to see the work that they do do?

Sylvia Mangalam:    No, I haven’t done that.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    Because that was

something they had suggested here yesterday and

the other thing that was brought to us in an earlier

presentation, for example, whether it’s the potato

beetle, the corn borer, blight, which farmers many

times have to put on numerous sprays, then

inquiring how–if I’m an organic farmer, how do I

control these pests that can destroy a crop in a

matter of a short time?  

W e were also told that some of the substances

used by the organic farmer is very lethal in some

instances.  I’ll give you the example, bluestone.

There’s another name for it.  So this is the

information we’re trying to, government . . .

Lisa Isaacman:    In the case of–I mean, there

was certainly, organic farmer, industrial agriculture

kind of what we consider conventional agriculture

really started in the 50's and 60's with the green

revolution and that’s when all the big pesticides

came in.  W e started working with more

modifications of crops.  Before that, for thousands

of years, people have been basically using it was

almost organic methods of doing things.  And the

way that they did it, was they didn’t use

monocultures.  They used locally adapted, their

seeds were locally adapted.  If a pest came in,

undoubtedly you’re going to get pest issues.  That

happens in nature but in nature, when the pest

comes into something, it doesn’t wipe out every

single thing.  Some plants are resistant.  

So a pest would go in, cause some damage.  Yes,

you would loose some crops but you wouldn’t

loose everything.  You would have something, both

in individual crops so if it was corn, you would

loose some corn but there would be some corn

that would survive.  That corn would be better

adapted the next year and so it would be–you take

that corn that survived.  It’s stronger, better

adapted, more resistant to that disease.  You plant

from those and then the next year, you have a field

full of corn that is resistant to that pest.  That was

the way that that worked.  So that as time goes on,

you developed–that’s how you developed crops

that were resistant naturally through natural

selection to whatever tests there is.

So in the long term, you wouldn’t have as much of

a problem.  Also you wouldn’t plant just really

relying on one crop.  The farmer wouldn’t rely on

one crop, so they wouldn’t just have potatoes.

They wouldn’t just have corn.  So if some

disastrous pest came in and did wipe out your

whole crop which is rare, but if it did do serious

damage, you have another crop to sort of fall back

on.  It wasn’t the only thing that you were

dependent on.  So economically, it wasn’t such an

issue, as big an issue.  You would not. . .

Jenny Book:    This is what I think we call now

integrated pest management which is different

practices instead of just using chemicals to fight

and resist pests.  So we could encourage this on

PEI, I’m sure that there’s–I’m not sure about how

much of this is happening now but I, I don’t know,

but it’s definitely something that can be introduced.

Lisa Isaacman:    Yes, and there was a lot of

different methods - that you can use different

mixtures of different crops that work together that

help resists pests; different farming practices that

help resist pests and through integrated pest

management, there are a lot of different ways to

manage pest problems.

Sylvia Mangalam:    But the trouble here is, we’re

getting off into health difficulties which, and they

have an economic impact, especially when we live

in a country, thank God, that has a publicly-funded

health system and another–from that point of view

is an economic–it has relevance to economics.

But this is an opportunity, it’s a really big

opportunity for PEI in rural markets and in

Canadian markets, too.

Jenny Book:    To just touch on the health issues

again, Health Canada had recommended that you

check out the web site and see what’s going on.

I’ve been to their website and you can test any
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individual food and see if it has direct effects on an

individual.  But there is no accounting for if you’re

eating all of your diets, the diversity of the food that

you have is all genetically modified.  There could

be several different ways that these things interact

and to cause other difficulties.

Lisa Isaacman:    And there’s a lot of

unpredictable effects.  I mean you see them in a

lot of different foods.  A lot of different things that

have been approved-a lot of different drugs that

are approved as safe and then you find out later

on that. . .

Jenny Book:    Unexpected allergency or toxicity

issues.

Lisa Isaacman:    . . . yes.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    W ayne, the

next question.

Wayne Collins (PC):    I think (Indistinct) being an

issue too.

Andy Mooney (PC):    Just a couple of things. I

farm myself and you know, we’ve been racking our

brains for many years to try to find other types of

crops that you can make decent money on to

support your family basically.  W e’re mostly in

potatoes now on a three-year crop rotation.  W e

have never found anything else and basically, we

make our money on potatoes.  If we can break

even on our cereal crop, we do well and then the

hay crop, we try to get the best hay crop we can to

have something to plow down that will give us a

strong potato crop basically.  

The concern I have that has been brought to me

by other farms is not so much that some of the

farms are concerned about not using GMO

potatoes per se, but they said if Prince Edward

Island is deemed as GMO free, for example, one

of the processors that basically state they will not

use GMO potatoes, use what you call an ELISA

test to do a quick analysis to make sure there’s no

GMOs.  W ell this ELISA test gives false positives

constantly and what it is supposed to be used for

is to give it just a flagget, a sample and then it

goes onto a better lab.  But these are a couple of

the issues.  If we were GMO free and one of the

processors called and said, we found GMO in your

potatoes.  By the time they figured out that it

wasn’t a positive, news spreads like wildfire and

that farm will be knocked out of the market and the

potato industry is so vulnerable right now that if

you have one poor year, we’re not getting the

potato prices to get you bounced back out of it.  

The last number of years, we’ve had high virus

levels in potatoes.  Some years to the point that

we’ve bought seed off Island and that the viruses

are transported by aphids and things so we bought

seed from Saskatchewan, Ontario.  If we’re GMO

free but they’re not, the chance of having

something coming in GMO is real and if we have -

Prince Edward Island being completely GMO free,

then all of a sudden, it’s going to lim it even if we

have virus levels in our potatoes so we won’t be

able to risk buying seed anywhere but here.  And

it just–and I just don’t know how you get around

some of this.  I understand some of your concerns.

Lisa Isaacman:    Basically, when you’re certified

organic, as a certified organic it’s kind of saying,

you’re GMO free.  But there’s no assurance of

that.  You cannot–there is basically, in most places

there is cross contamination.  You cannot–there is

likely some degree of GMOs - basically, there’s

some degree of GMOs in organic.  Anything that is

labeled, organic, for GMO free now in the market,

there is some degree of GMO in there.

Andy Mooney (PC):    A certain type of tolerance.

Lisa Isaacman:    Yes, so, that’s allowed for, it’s

expected.  There’s no way that you could be

possibly, be completely GMO free.  In Canada at

least, there’s no and I think North America mostly,

normally they won’t test it to see how much there

is.  But there is assurance that there is but the idea

is that–nobody, you can’t expect that, but

nobody–what the idea is, is because you are

isolated, there’s a higher purity.  There’s a higher

degree of that purity.  A consumer can say, well

they’re likely to be more GMO free.  They are likely

to have less GMO in that GMO free in that product

than another organic or GMO free label

saying–and with the idea of seed is that we were

thinking that since you’re isolated, this is a great

opportunity to develop a seed producer industry so

that you’re not getting your seed from Ontario.

You’re getting your seed from PEI and you

create–that way you’re assured, your seed is going

to have a higher purity and that’s an export market.

You can export that to Ontario for the non GMO

farmers and the organic farmers who are

concerned because when they buy their seed, it’s
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going to have some GMO in it.  You get it from

PEI, there’s going to be a much smaller

percentage with that being GMO.

Andy Mooney (PC):    Just once again, just to

throw this out, like BSE in cattle, I mean we proved

beyond any reasonable doubt that there was no

risk but the US used it as a stick to beat us with

and completely bankrupted a lot of beef farmers

across the country.  W e had potato wart on Prince

Edward Island here back a few years ago,

completely locked us out of the US market which

New England was going to, even our own

farm–one of our own biggest markets and it just

decimated our marketplace.  W e were locked out

for a year.  New Brunswick and Ontario and

Quebec stepped up into our marketplace.  W e just

can’t get the markets back.  That’s why I’m just

concerned about giving them another tool like if we

say we’re GMO free and then all of a sudden,

there’s a case of GMO somewhere, then it’s a

reason for them to lock the door.

Jenny Book:    You’re not disadvantaging yourself

by saying that you’re GMO free.  If the worst case

scenario, become contaminated with GMOs,

you’re going to be like everybody else in the

market.  This is the one opportunity that you have

to set yourself apart and so if it works, then it’s

going to be of great economic benefit.  If it fails,

you’re back where everybody else is, really.

Sylvia Mangalam:    Yes.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Just to wind

this up, first of all, I want to thank you for coming

from Nova Scotia, our neighbouring province.  W e

always welcome people from Nova Scotia anytime.

Sylvia Mangalam:    Yes, we like it.  Nova Scotia

did the same thing but hey, you got to start

somewhere.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    And I know

you did a lot of work on your presentation and we

want to thank you very much and we appreciate it.

Sylvia Mangalam:    If anybody is interested in

some of the things about the Food Action

Committee, I have some handouts.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    W e’ll ask the

clerk to take them.  

Part II - Canadian Council of Grocery

Distributors: Jeanne Cruikshank, Vice-

President, Atlantic Region

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Our next

presenter is the Canadian Council of Grocery

Distributors represented by Ms. Jeanne

Cruikshank, Vice-President, Atlantic Region.  I

believe you’re from Nova Scotia, too, are you?

Jeanne Cruikshank:   I am, but I get to spend

time here.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    W ell this is

quite a Nova Scotia day.

Jeanne Cruikshank:    W e took the bus over.  

Wayne Collins (PC):    (Indistinct)

Jeanne Cruikshank:    Beef retailing, exactly.

Some folks still sit in the same chairs, I see.  I’m

happy to be here this morning to try on this topic

which I have some appreciation has been a very

diverse one, to give you the perspective from

retail.  And first and foremost, while Marian is

passing these around, I’ll indicate that all the

products that are in the grocery store shelves of

the folks I represent have been indicated to be

safe by some Canadian authority.  So we sell safe

food and then our next core objective is making

sure we have the confidence of our consumers in

what we do sell and respond to their inquiries and

questions.  

I guess to paint the picture, I’m sure each one of

you has been in the stores of members I

represent.  Since we can’t be there today to

experience the smells and sounds and all the

great stuff, I’ll try to give it to you verbally. 

My members include Co-op Atlantic, Sobeys,

Superstore and Costco.  On PEI, it’s $352.8 million

of retail sales, payroll of 2.9 million and

employment of 2,200 folks.  W e have food service,

of course, allied members and all of Atlantic

Canada is about nine per cent of the grocery retail

business but our members coast to coast would

be more than 80 per cent of food distribution.  

Now I guess one of the takes on this and maybe

it’s because the one I’m more familiar with, I’ve

been involved in the discussion around

biotechnology or genetically engineered or
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genetically modified food for over ten years and in

those early days at retail, our issues were about

allowing informed consumers and informed

consumer choice.  So through time, we did a

number of publications - “W hat the Heck is

Biotech”.  W e did a publication also with the Food

Biotech Communications Network that was in

place at that time called “A Growing Appetite for

Information”.  It was translated in Japanese as well

as French.  And it was intended to give all

perspectives on this subject.  

Going forward and I guess, initiated more in 1999,

there was considerable interest in genetically

modified food products so the Canadian Council of

Grocery Distributors launched an initiative with the

Canadian Government and the Canadian General

Standards Board to put forward some labeling so

the Canadian consumers could truly make an

informed choice.  

Now I’m sure you’ve heard from others already in

place from the safety point of view, there is

required labeling if genetic engineering indicates

any health or safety issue.  If there’s a change in

its ingredients composition, if there’s more nutrition

than would be expected or if there’s something

there that you wouldn’t expect, if the inside of the

banana was suddenly purple and not white, those

significant changes would require labeling to

indicate that change.  

So for five years, 54 committee members and

probably about 180 information members

convened meetings and it did take five years,

some thought that was long.  If you had sat around

the table, I did, you might be surprised that we got

it done in five years.  But the outcome from that

was a genetically engineered standard which is

voluntary.  But in this country, an ideal nationally

with all labeling issues, nutrition labeling, organic

labeling and GE labeling, they are all at this point

voluntary.  But what it means is if you choose to

label, there are rules to follow.  The choice is

whether or not, you do it, but when you do it,

there’s rules.  That gives us national consistency

in the same set to work from.

So the outcome of these deliberations over time

were a voluntary standard that we hope is clear

and meaningful and verifiable.  It gives us both

genetically engineered and not genetically

engineered claims, requires there be a toll-free

number and our website for more information if it’s

required.  It covers multi and single ingredient

foods.  The single ingredient are easy.  The real

test is the 20 ingredient turkey pot pie or for

example, a barbeque sauce.  If you decided that

this barbeque sauce, I make no claims on it other

than I think it tastes pretty good.  It says it has

vinegar, water, sugar, dates, molasses, modified

corn starch and it goes on.  W ell modified corn

starch could in fact, have BT corn so one would

have had to go through the effort of segregation

making sure and there’s tolerances but there’s

certainly a great deal more effort to go into and I

heard earlier and would say that the ingredients

probably in 70 to 75 per cent of the products on

the grocery store shelves now could contain

genetically engineered ingredients.

I emphasize genetically engineered as the

Canadian definition because going back to 1998,

there’s a regulation in Canada called Novel Foods

and it uses the term, genetically modified.  So in

the public, while they might be interchangeable,

the term inology on the label has a specific

meaning in genetically engineered in that there

is–a change has been made.  If you were to do the

broad and Canadian novel foods’ definition of

genetically modified, the only foods that would not

fit that requirement because it’s natural as well as

scientific intervention would be fiddleheads, wild

blueberries and salmon would be about the only

things that would not be genetically modified under

the Canadian definition.  So labeling everything

serves little value or purpose.  

So the definition that we came up with for

genetically engineer was probably one of the real

key outcomes for us to use and have in place.  I

mentioned this toll-free number.  Now I guess one

of the interesting things on this topic is at the retail

level, still amongst the top six items that are

always of interest to Canadian consumers is the

price.  So when they go to the grocery store, they

have a number of interests, a number of issues

that they learn about, hear about.  They’re very

well educated consumers.  This is one where

because we wanted to know what consumers

want, that’s our business, and we want to supply

what consumers want, we also are in the business

of not providing products that people don’t buy.

That’s not very good for the bottom line.  

So we’ve set up in Atlantic Canada, in-store kiosks

with Co-op Atlantic, throughout Atlantic Canada

and the Magdalen Islands where we had
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information that was sort of the information from all

perspectives on this and a toll-free number that we

operated.  This would have been about five and

half, six years ago over an eight-week period.

These kiosks had the toll-free phone line

publicized.  In them, they had the variety of

information you might inspect and we had staff at

the end, bilingual staff to take the calls.  After eight

weeks and much earlier than that, I was the

voluntary chair of the organization at the time, we

began to hear that it wasn’t the best use of staff

time.  W e had two phone calls during the eight-

week period, really provided in-store information to

people where we felt it was easy for them to

access and one was a child that picked up the

phone and was talking on it and the other was a

lady that picked up the phone and wanted to know

if it was really free.  

So part of the take away from that is I certainly

understand there are folks that are very interested

in this but at the general grocery store for the folks

I represent, there’s a lot else on people’s mind of

getting the groceries, getting to the soccer game,

getting things done, getting the meal done, more

than the priority for this particular topic.  

However, because there is as I say, we wanted to

know what the possible applications would be and

obviously, all this is driven by industry in response

to consumer demand.  So this labeling guideline,

this labeling voluntary standard is in place.  If it

was to be utilized, if the market demand was there,

it would also make the distinction that we think is

factual.  For example, on these apples.  There are

presently no genetically engineered apples in the

marketplace.  So one could not make a claim

saying these are not genetically engineered apples

that might give some perception that they were

somehow better or different than the others.  

The rules of engagement and doing this voluntary

labeling would be if you were to make a statement

on labels, you’d have to say like all apples.  These

are not genetically engineered.  And by that very

rule, you’re less likely to see that differentiation,

and of course, the other so this is a prototype.  It

isn’t actually news but if it was, it would have to

make that comparison.

In the spring of 2005, with Agriculture and Agri

Food Canada and ACNielsen, we did a further

study.  W e said okay, now we have this voluntary

standard in place.  It seems that not a lot of labels

are out there.  It seems that there isn’t significant

interest but we dug a little deeper.  So ACNielsen

who do this work regularly, visited Co-op Atlantic,

Sobeys, the local stores as well as across the

country.  They did a two-week period in February

of 2005, and what they were looking for were how

many GE referenced foods were out there in the

marketplace.  I guess that methodology would

basically, be indicative of the Canadian

marketplace.  

So they went and sought out primarily soy based

products would dominate what is labeled in

reference to genetically modified and 56 per cent

of the products out there.  So there would be

things like your So Nice product which does make

a reference to GMO which the Canadian Food

Inspection Agency right now will be changing

because it really needs to say genetically

engineered but that will be a transition when these

labels run out.  

So those are the products and they are the

dominant labeling on this issue in every province

except Quebec because-which was news to me-

Quebec has less soy based products.  I think that

might speak to their dairy industry prominence in

that province.

The other thing that I think is telling about to use

as a base where the Canadian marketplace is that

there were few GE reference foods introduced.

Now the retail business and the food processing

business wants to come up with new products.

They introduce about 10,000 new products each

year in the hope that that’s going to be the one that

really puts them over the top.  It has great

customer appeal.  Ninety per cent of the products

that are out there like the soy based and tofu were

there before 1993.  

So reading the Canadian marketplace and the

studies that were mentioned earlier, there is not

overwhelm ing interest in producing nor

labeling–obviously, you can’t label if there are not

produced–these products for a clamoring

customer base.  Thirteen products in fact, were

launched and six of them were soy.  So at this

time, the point read on it is not one that has great

market potential.  

The findings from the study - 117 different GE

reference foods across 22 categories;  GE

consumer sales at $49 million, sold slightly less
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than 15 million units.  And of course, with surveys

and studies, the issue would really be if they’re

mainly soy based products, were people buying

them because they were soy?  W ere they buying

them because they were organic?  There’s seldom

one discerning feature why someone buys a

product.  It might be a nice add-on.  

I’ll look at Nature’s Path, an organic company in

BC.  This same product in the US is labeled not

genetically engineered which is wording that would

absolutely fit in Canada and I’ve had several

discussions with them, one of which was–why

don’t you say not genetically engineered when you

sell it in Canada.  It wouldn’t even–you’ve already

done it.  Their response is it has no extra value in

the Canadian marketplace.  It does in the US

marketplace.  I guess that’s just part of being

Canadian but on all kinds of other features, their

product is a good seller.  That to them was no

additional benefit. I think some that speaks to

where–at our retail level, we’re seeing this issue.

Quite often it’s a single manufacturer that will take

the option of putting this labeling forward.  Also,

I’m sorry, one of the third–a half of all the GE

reference items were home grown and half

imported. 

The other issue whether it be on this or on organic

and amongst my membership, Loblaws would be

the largest member involved in organic.  They

have over 150 different products and our

challenge in Canada is always to have the supply.

It would be absolutely the preference of Loblaws to

have the Canadian grown organic product but the

supply isn’t here.  So the requirement is to import

the product.  So if you create a demand, you need

to make sure you have the supply.  Few things

make consumers crankier than seeing some great

purchase in the flyer and going to the store and

finding out that it isn’t there as is happening as a

result of some truckers’ blockades last week.  But

some of those things are understandable when

there are unusual circumstances.  If you advertise

a product, you create a demand, you better be

able to deliver.  So I think that supply/demand

issue is another one.

Now the other thing coming out of the Ag Canada

study was that when they asked consumers

across the country and in focus groups, they

indicated that GE labeling is important but it’s not

an immediate issue.  And they listed it–not listed

as a factor to look for when purchasing food. 

They were giving different labels and said - what

do you think about these labels?  And they were

mockups like all apples, this sort of thing.  So from

your general m ix of focus groups across the

country, they were receptive and in the normal

Canadian way, polite and I had the chance to sit

behind the glass in most of these and said - oh

yeah, okay, well I might buy it.  Does it taste good?

W hat’s it cost?  And almost the second question

was always - what does it cost?  It wasn’t even

where it’s grown, it was the price issue was

certainly top of mind.  

The GE labeling is about informed choice and

that’s why we will continue to encourage the

labeling out there for consumers.  But we don’t see

it as a driving force on this.  In essence, that’s

really to give a snapshot of where we are as retail.

W e would not see a competitive advantage for

Prince Edward Island going this route.  I think and

I’ve heard earlier, in the Canadian marketplace,

we’ve always had the benefit of having high

quality, safe food at very low prices. 

There are other markets, niche markets, natural

food products where I think the consumer answers

might be different.  But for the people that I

represent in the general retail sales, that’s the

picture basically as we see it.  I also, from across

the country, receive usually the letters that go to

CEO’s and produce managers and that sort of

thing.  There are spikes that sometimes follow the

media of questions on this and inquiries.  But for

the most part, this is an issue that has interest

amongst a number of people but they would not be

by any means, the majority of our consumers in

Canada and in Atlantic Canada, as well I think.

I experienced in 1996, the introduction of the

NatureMark potato.  It sold at all price points.  It

was, I think, clear in communicating that it was a

genetically engineered product and try to address

some of the benefits.  But the baby boomer

population and I guess, over 50 and I’m  getting

pretty close to that category myself, fewer and

fewer people have any connection to production

practices.  So while they might be interested, they

really don’t have an understanding of what the day

is like on the farm nor necessarily and I don’t

mean this unkindly, do they care.  They expect the

product to be there.  They expect the product to be

safe.  They expect it to be at the price and they’ll

take it home.  All that other stuff is nice but not

driving the purchases.  
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So I’m happy to try to respond to some questions

that you might have.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    Yes, when you talked

about the NatureMark potato, I also was quite

familiar with that brand of potato and the biggest

thing that we seemed to hear more about here in

the province or I hear on a daily basis is people’s

fear of pesticides or herbicides.  And so when the

NatureMark potato came on the market and I

remember it being around in the stores and in all

the promotions, and like you say it was fully

explained the extra b protein and all that.  And the

people that I had talked to on a regular basis were

not near as afraid of the extra b protein as they

were of all the extra sprays whether it was - well

the one they had on the market then was the

potato beetle.  But then they were almost there for

the blight.  And so what I hear from consumers out

there is the fear and maybe again, they need the

education on the herbicides and the pesticides and

really were thinking that this was going to have a

big impact here in the province on reducing the

amount of sprays for all these things.  

So like I say, out and about, that’s probably the

biggest concerns that I hear overall, not so much

about - like you say, most people go in and they go

to that sale item and they take it off the shelf.  So

anyway I enjoyed your presentation today and it is

very interesting to hear what’s happening across

the country as well and how we compare here in

Atlantic Canada.  Thank you.    

Jeanne Cruikshank:    Pesticide residue certainly

is an issue and I think that’s partly what’s driving

the organic and the–not only the pesticide residue

issues but the growing processes and the interest

in organic I think is driven much by that.  It’s a

challenge, I think, collectively we all have because

explaining to people the improvements and the

reduced pesticide when you have people that

aren’t familiar with basic agricultural practices is

that it’s quite a challenge but obviously, from the

agricultural sector I think all technologies, all

methods need to be made available so that there

is a reasonable return for all the players involved.

But remembering too, Sobeys who I represent, sell

PEI potatoes all across the country.  

So it may well be that the market for this is outside

of Canada but I think within Canada, as I say,

we’ve had the luxury of high quality food.  I think

PEI is already known for being a progressive

agricultural community.  There’s a lot of things that

Prince Edward Island can sell itself on and as the

expectations are delivered.   From a retail point of

view, we don’t see this as being an additional

benefit.  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Jim.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Just a question getting back

to marketing of GMOs and traditionally growing

products, what premium is organic potatoes or

organic substance creating in the marketplace?

Jeanne Cruikshank:    Not nearly enough for

anybody.  I think initially there was a bit of a

premium but as organic is expanding out of the

produce section into cereals and into other

categories and one of the studies I was reading

not that long ago is 94 per cent of Canadians last

year tried a natural organic product.  They didn’t

necessarily buy it the second time.  They

purchased it once to try it and that was more often

in the categories where it’s close to the same price

as the traditional product.  Or it may have been–I

picked up carrots at one point that were there and

they happened to be organic, I wasn’t seeking

them out but they were beside the other ones so

maybe it was by fluke.  The premium used to be

anywhere, 10, 15 per cent and I think in again,

farm markets and natural products there would be

more.  

The business that I know, you know, people are

still very price conscious when they go there for

the most part.  I mean, if you were specifically

going to buy organic, of the members I represent,

Loblaws would probably have the best offering and

that’s where you would go.  So it differentiates

them for a loyal customer base but the premium

for the grower–I also work and have for over eight,

nine years on the Canadian Organic Standard.

One of the things that hopefully, by December we’ll

have clarified is that we need to have a consistent

set of rules and I think that causes problems

related to this premium.  Because if you can’t

guarantee that the rigor that is on a product called

organic in this province is the same as another,

then you can’t really establish a premium.  

So we get some of that paperwork stuff sorted out,

the premium is less likely to be there and it

engages a segment of consumers but Raymond

Loo tells me one of the biggest demands that he

has is for at the Farmers Market is people looking

for the bones from his organic beef for their dogs.
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So in some of the things that I look at, there’s a

whole lot more premium in pet food or as I tend to

now call it–food for pets than there is for humans

because when it comes to human food, people

want high quality at cheap prices.   W hen it comes

to their pets, the price seems to not be as

restrictive.  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC):    W ayne.

Wayne Collins (PC):    Yes, thank you again for

your presentation.  

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Just one more. . .

Wayne Collins (PC):    Go ahead, Jim.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    W hat standards do you have

to check organic material coming in that is truly

organic?  I mean I could say to you, I have organic

but I’ve sprayed and I did everything.  How do you

test?  How can you test?

Jeanne Cruikshank:    If it’s produce, then the

category manager of a particular store would need

you to be prove whether it’s a certification or the

paperwork before the product goes into the store

either in the very beginning or at some point,

you’re going to be asked to deliver the proof that

that is organic.  And as I say, the difficulty is right

now for the most part, we’re using the Quebec

standard because that product is shipped all

across the country and they probably have the

toughest standard.  It’s closest to what will be the

national standard that we’re working on.  But you

will be asked to stand behind what proves that that

is organic because in turn if I’m ABC grocer, my

integrity and my confidence with the consumer is

based on that being accurate.  So they’re going to

come to me but I’m going to make sure that they

do provide me a quality product that it meets it.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    So I have two potatoes, one’s

supposed to be organic and the other is not, how

do you tell the difference?

Jeanne Cruikshank:    W ell you would have the

paperwork to say, here’s what you did, what

pesticides you used.  The pesticides used are

those that are allowed for organic production,

those that aren’t.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Okay, so I have that

paperwork because I grew 20 acres of organic but

I’ve got supply for 50 acres and I haven’t got it.  So

I go to the farmer next door and say, I want to buy

x number of bags of potatoes from you.  I bring

them in, put them in my warehouse and put them

out.  How do you test that?

Jeanne Cruikshank:    W ell I would hope when

they’re mixed in, you can’t with integrity know that

they’re organic.  You’re not going to try to sell them

as organic.  

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Say I do, how do you test it?

Jeanne Cruikshank:    You can test them to the

labs, I mean, if there is residue.  But more

important than that is I think, the organic standard

is about the growing process so there will be a

history to those potatoes.  It also comes with a

history of dealing with people that don’t goof you

up.  You and I both know it happens, but we

certainly prefer that it not happen and where it

does–and that’s why traditionally you go back to

the same people.  You visit the locations that are

the, or at least we hope they continue to be the

extension services through the departments that

check that as well.  I mean, there’s those checks

done to make sure that what you’re offering at the

store level matches what it says it is.  There’s

going to be people that will play games with it.  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Okay, W ayne.

Wayne Collins (PC):    Yes, Ms. Cruikshank,

there seems to me anyway three issues keep

cropping up time and time again when we hear

about this and that’s health, environment and

economics and the various implications of

genetically engineered products on all three of

those headings.  I want to deal with health with

you, if I may.  Your members, obviously, want to

sell safe food.

Jeanne Cruikshank:    W e are required to.  

Wayne Collins (PC):    Required to - and of

course, desirous of doing that all the time.  But the

anti GMO advocates, we’ll say that a fundamental

area of concern is the science and they will say

that the science is uncertain regarding health and

environmental risks.  W hat gives your members

the confidence to know that the genetically

engineered food products that they’re selling to the

public are safe?
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Jeanne Cruikshank:    I guess our–what gives us

the confidence is the Canadian Regulatory

System.  I mean, Canada’s system for food quality

is respected outside of Canada and around the

world as being one of the best.  The other thing is

the history on this.  If you go back to curdling

cheese–it goes back–it used to be the lining of a

calf’s stomach.  It moved to a genetically

engineered creature called rennet.  

Now there is a marketing advantage to tell

consumers we don’t use the lining of a calf’s

stomach anymore, we’re using this other thing, it

isn’t all that appetizing.  But I think those changes

and from understanding of it, there is strict

regulation in products being determined to be safe

under Canadian criteria.  

These genetically engineered or novel food

products go through even a further system and the

data that comes forward is checked by science-

based folks that do that as they do for all food.

W e have the confidence that they do their job well,

that they deliver well and if you look at the history

and the comment from 

(One to two minutes of meeting not recorded due

to technical difficulties)

Part III - Daphne Davey

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: (Introduces next

presenter) 

Daphne Davey:   I see politicians, some of them

quite high profile.  I see a farmer here.  W e’re

talking on an agricultural issue but I can’t be

daunted.  I’m here as an individual citizen of the

island who feels very strongly on this issue.  I

don’t, I’m not a farmer.  I’m not a scientist.  I’m not

a politician but I am a citizen and it’s on that basis

that I wish to speak to you.  

I would like to commend the Government of Prince

Edward Island for launching this timely standing

committee and its public hearings.  I believe this

province is once again at a crossroads as a

predominantly agriculture-based province and

requires strong, determ ined and creative

leadership to take it in a direction that is safe and

beneficial for its citizens and its environment.

Agriculture is the predominant industry here

because it influences other industries such as

tourism, value-added processing and research and

development and because of its major impact on

human and environmental health. 

I live in Long Creek, Prince Edward Island, where

I used to operate a certified organic market garden

for 13 years.  Unfortunately, I lost my certified

status and commercial production when the

adjacent land came into conventional potato

production.  Now I suffer from living only 50 feet

away from a sprayed potato crop three seasons in

every six years.  Thanks to an exemption built into

the new three-year Crop Rotation Act.  

Thus I know from firsthand experience the lack of

protection afforded to certified organic producers -

pioneers in an agricultural sector that has already

proven it has nowhere to go but up and I say this

next thing with full respect for farmers.  I see the

farmers using GMO crops as dupes of the GMO

producing corporations.  I believe that GMO crops

should be included in a list of prohibited

agricultural products and practices for three main

reasons: human health, agricultural health and

environmental health. Many past presenters have

already represented my views to a much greater

depth than I could possibly do so my presentation

will specifically address some questions where the

information seems to need clarification or

correction and I would also like to add three or four

points of clarification from just some of the things

I’ve heard this morning already.

Number 1 - Does the scientific community back

the use of GMO technology?  

Many proponents of GMO use claim the backing of

scientists.  However, even a cursory glance at the

scientific community will reveal that if one

discounts those employed by corporations where

the profit stake in the GMO issue, as one obviously

must, scientists are by no means in agreement

and often passionately in disagreement about the

use of GMOs.  This lack of unity alone should

raise a warning flag and the cautionary principle

come into play. 

I mentioned only five examples of reputable

scientists who are on record as being opposed to

the use of GMOs - Dr. David Suzuki; Dr. Bert

Christie who has already recorded his views at

these hearings; Dr. E. Ann Clark, Associate

Professor in Plant Agriculture, University of Guelph

and a member of GE Alert, a group of Canadian

academics, physicians and government scientists

working to inform the public about the risks of GM
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agriculture; Dr. Jonathan Latham, a member of

EcoNexus, a not-for-profit public interest research

organization and science watchdog in the United

Kingdom; Dr. David Patriquin, professor of biology,

Dalhousie University who holds international

credits in the areas of marine and agricultural

scientific research in consulting.  He has also

conducted many field experiments with organic

farmers in the Maritimes. 

I include Dr. Patriquin’s name with his ready

permission as a strong opponent of GMO crops.

Dr. Patriquin brought to my attention a report

authored by Dr. Latham of EcoNexus.  The report

is included as Appendix A.  The credentials of

EcoNexus and Dr. Latham are included as

Appendix B.  Specifically, I am encouraged to find

the EcoNexus group of scientists address the

wider social ramifications of the GMO issue, which

transposed into Prince Edward Island terms, imply

the loss of family farms, threats to public health,

and the overall decline of rural communities -

issues critical to the debate of these hearings.  I

find what they have to say simply chilling,

particularly in light of the “what you don’t know

won’t hurt you” approach so often encountered.

Clearly, we know far too little for our own good -

yet another reason to recommend a ban on GMO

crops.

Number 2 - Is GMO crop production the only way

to reduce chemical dependency on Island farms?

According to corporations with a profit stake in

GMOs, yes.  According to the facts, no.  Already in

this province, there exists a small nucleus of

certified organic farmers who since the 1980s has

steadily built up a strong body of expertise in

organic agriculture.  Just as our education system

learnt the hard way that the strongest foundation

we could give our children was a thorough

grounding in the three R’s, without which we have

been turning out students who, even at university

level, are unable to write a sensible sentence in

their mother tongue, so also with agriculture.  

Organic farming seeks to study the foundation

principles of natural ecology, including the

encouragement of biodiversity; the protection and

restoration of the soil as a living organism; the

protection of a diverse plant gene pool; and a

more intelligent view of disease and pests that

acknowledges them as necessary players in the

ecological system, but whose excesses can be

preventatively and benignly controlled.

Number 3 - Can GMO and organic crop production

co-exist?

According to Denise Dewar, executive director of

CropLife Canada, the industry group representing

the GMO corporations, yes.  According to the

facts, no.  GMO crops grown in proximity to

organic crops will contaminate them.  

The case of Saskatchewan farmer Percy

Schmeiser is well known.  Mr. Schmeiser was

taken to court by Monsanto when their Round-up

Ready canola was found in his fields and he failed

to pay them for the supposed privilege.  The

problem was that Mr. Schmeiser did not plant any

GMO crops himself.  Even Monsanto cannot

control the wind, the bees or accidents.  Cross-

contamination is therefore a lose canon.  GMO

crops are prohibited in certified organic agriculture.

I include as Appendix C, excerpts from the

standards of several organic certification-related

bodies in Canada, including the Canadian Organic

Standards of 1999.  They universally and

unequivocally state that GMO crops are

incompatible with and prohibited in certified

organic agriculture.  To obtain this information, all

Ms. Dewar of CropLife Canada had to do was

search for “certified organic standards” on the

Internet and check any of 639,000 sites.

So I have to challenge the credibility of Ms. Dewar

or any other representative of an industry with a

profit stake in the GMO issue who makes

statements about organic agriculture and in front

of these hearings.  This example of misinformation

is only one of many I have come across in the past

few years from such representatives made against

a sector diametrically opposed to their own

interests.  Given their vast resources, it is not

believable that they do so from simple ignorance.

Number 4 - Is it too late to eradicate existing GMO

crops from Island fields?

According to Raymond Loo, the answer is no.  Mr.

Loo is currently president of the PEI Certified

Organic Producers Association Co-op and is one

of the most experienced certified organic farmers

in the province.  His mixed farm operation includes

the production of certified organic potatoes.  

He advises that there are currently three GMO

crops being grown on PEI: soybeans, corn and

canola.  Of these, soybeans and corn account for

the most acreage grown, but since they are annual
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crops, they could be easily eradicated by simply

banning their production.  The third crop, GMO

canola, accounts for about 300 of the 600 acres of

canola grown on PEI.  This crop will survive over

winter, but can be killed by cultivation, hand-pulling

or herbicides.  In practical terms, therefore, it

would be possible to eradicate existing GMO crops

- the sooner, the better, of course.  A useful article

by Raymond Loo is enclosed as Appendix D.

Number 5 - Is the dog wagging the tail or the tail

the dog?

At least once before, the Province of Prince

Edward Island has found itself in the role of a

potential leader, taking the courage to break away

from the pack, to creatively explore new paths.  In

the 1970s, at the time of the oil crisis, PEI

experimented with alternate energy systems,

which brought the international spotlight to bear,

suddenly and unexpectedly, on this tiny province.

W hile several factors contributed to the failure of

those experiments at that time, unsoundness of

principle was not one of them.  

I suggest that now we have another opportunity,

this time to take control of that international

spotlight with its positive economic spinoffs, and

train it on our province by declaring PEI a GMO

free zone.  If we do not delay, we will be able to

stake our claim as the first province of state in

North America to do so.  If we pay attention to the

pulse of Europe, that lucrative marketplace ripe for

the plucking, and other fast developing potential

markets such as China, we must realize that such

a claim will give us an enormous advantage.  

In addition, such a spotlight will inevitably impact

other industries tied in one way or another to

agriculture, such as tourism, the conference trade,

com m erc ia l investm ents , research  and

development, the processing sector and the

restaurant trade.  The ripples from the GMO free

stone dropped in this provincial lake will reach

from shore to shore.

Number 6 - Why are GMO products not labeled as

such at the retail level?

And I know we’ve just listened to a presentation

about the issue of labeling but these are my

thoughts on the subject.

I refer you to the tobacco industry which initially

consented only to a voluntary code of labeling

regarding the negative health effects of tobacco.

As medical research matured and governments

grew more and more concerned about public

health; however, legislation finally did what the

industry refused to do, and mandated it to label its

products as a potential cause of disease and

death.  To understand just how powerful that

industry remains, these products are still legally

sold in stores across the country, despite

legislated health warning messages on cigarette

packages large enough to be seen from 50 feet

away.  I measured it.  

In the same vein, the corporations with a profit

stake in the GMO issue are also resisting the

introduction of mandatory labeling which leaves

the consumer to conclude that the industry does

not have sufficient confidence in the safety of its

own product to reveal the GMO content.  Further,

I believe these industries know full well that no

longer can the wool be pulled over the general

public’s eyes, that today’s consumer if vastly more

knowledgeable and vastly more willing to

challenge them in the public interest.  The

consumer is rapidly becoming dangerous and

dangerous people must be silenced.  

Step one is to isolate them.  W hen that doesn’t

work, Step Two is to discredit them.  This is where

what I call “weapon terms” such as “emotional”

and “bleeding heart” are employed to deflect

attention from legitimate opposing views.  Step

Three is to use their superior resources to take

citizens to court, or do a snow job on the

vulnerable Third W orld.  The organic agricultural

industry has first-hand experience of this process,

but it has triumphed to put itself on the map as,

hands down, the fastest growing agricultural sector

internationally.

And in conclusion, it is my hope that you will

realize how wide and complex the GMO issue is,

and that there is by no means consensus in the

public and private sectors of society.  The

“cautionary principle” must prevail.  I urge the

Government of Prince Edward Island to stand tall,

declare Prince Edward Island a GMO free

province and take steps - with legislation if

necessary - to:

1.  Require corporations to disclose the location of

GMO crop trial fields on PEI; and I have no idea if

that’s legally possible but it is unconscionable to

think that they refuse that information to the

government;
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2.  Ban GMO crops from the province, including

trial fields.

3. Offer agriculture extension support to farmers

currently growing GMO crops so they may convert

to less harmful practices; and I would say re-

convert because all those farmers have not been

GMO farmers right from day one.  They were non

GMO farmers originally, have bought into the GMO

issue I’m sure with the greatest of intentions and I

would like to see them reconvert. 

4.  Develop compensation programs for farmers to

address temporary losses while converting to

more benign or fully organic practices, and

incentive and educational programs to encourage

them to make that conversion.

Prince Edward Island, by its very nature, is

eminently suitable for developing a strong organic

industry.  This is a heaven-made opportunity

missed yesterday, only beginning to be recognized

today, and pregnant with great possibilities for

tomorrow.  I believe that Prince Edward Island, to

its immense benefit, can be an international leader

in a GMO free tomorrow, starting today.  And I

would just say to you where there is a will, there is

always a way.  

I would just like to add three or four comments

from things I’ve just heard earlier on this morning,

if I might because I think some things I’ve heard,

they need the clarification that the correct facts get

out to you and I am in a position to know these

facts.  I heard Ms. Rodgerson that she had

understood that the organic industry allows some

poisons or detrimental substances and she

mentioned bluestone, a copper used for blight.  I

would like to clarify that.  Digitalis is also–can be

fatal to humans.  Doctors use it a lot for heart

complaints because the way Digitalis is used is

highly, highly controlled and highly, highly reduced

amounts.  Otherwise, anybody with a heart

complaint would be dead.  It’s a highly poisonous

substance.  

It’s the same thing with copper.  If it’s used

incorrectly, it is a highly poisonous substance for

the soil.  In the organic industry, it is extremely,

extremely controlled, just like the doctors or the

labs that make Digitalis in such a form and in such

a quantity that it is not, it becomes from a poison

it becomes a beneficial medicine and that’s exactly

the way the organic industry controls the use of

bluestone in the use of blight.  It is a highly

controlled substance in terms of its permission for

use.  It has to be documented.  It has to have

special permission and it is highly monitored for its

use so I refute the fact that the organic industry,

the certified organic industry which is the only

legitimate industry when we use the term organic,

allows poisonous substances or detrimental

substances to be used.  The entire base of the

organic industry is a deep reverence in respect for

the soil as a living organism.  And anything which

would kill that is totally and utterly unconscionable

in the organic industry, in their standards, in their

philosophy.

The Organic Materials Research Institute,

commonly called OMRI is an independent, North

American established institution established by the

organic industry in order for them to have a place

to go to that is researching and approving inputs,

materials for certified organic farmers and that is

an enormously important source of information

and research on materials and inputs used by

organic farmers.  

I also heard a remark this morning that along with

a couple of other sectors, certified organic labeling

is voluntary.  It’s not voluntary.  If you are a

certified organic farmer, you must have labeling.

On that labeling, you must have your farmer ID.

You must have the ID of a certification body with

whom you’re certified.  Otherwise, you are totally

not legitimate and if anybody, a consumer picks

your product up and cannot find that information,

they are encouraged to complain so that the

person who is using improper labeling is chastised

and pays the penalty and corrects the issue.  

The one thing you have to understand certified

organic farmers are enormously proud of their

status.  They’ve worked a lot harder for that status

than many other people.  It’s cost them money.

It’s cost them research because mostly organic

farming research is being done by the farmers

themselves.  Comparatively, there is very little

government research on organic farming or it’s

done by independent institutes.  They want people

to know who they are and that they are certified

organic.  The basis of the ordered trail from the

farmer to the consumer or back from the

consumer to the farmer is the labeling in terms of

retail level.  

Therefore, the consumer must be able to pick
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something up that’s certified organic and be able

to identify the farmer and therefore, can go back to

the farmer and the certification body and say - I

have a question and it can be traced.  And exactly

how that product was grown be traced and also

the steps to get it to the retailer.  The transporter,

the wholesaler, the processor, whoever was in that

chain between the farmer’s field and the

consumer.  So a certified organic label is not

voluntary.  It is requirement.  

Another point about Loblaws and the largest

member of the grocery organization, they’re

importing from California because there isn’t

sufficient supply of Canadian product.  W ell, what

can I say to that, except that let’s get more supply

available.  If we’re short of organic supply, let’s

encourage farmers to get in to fill that supply so

that it will all be Canadian content or Atlantic

content or PEI content, depending on the location

of the retail outlet.  

I also have some experience through my very,

very close work for a number of years with organic

farmers and also, having had contact with some of

these large superstore grocery chains.  They are

not–they do have the ability but they are not

necessarily willing to go halfway to meet the

organic farmers.  They are quite inflexible in many

ways.  W e have had to educate them in many

ways.  And so I think one has to take them with a

little bit of a pinch of salt anything that is said about

these grocery chains.  They could do more to help

the industry than they have done without losing

faith, so losing ground.  

And finally, I would just comment on this

gentleman’s question about if you have two

potatoes, how can you tell which one is certified

organic and which one is isn’t?  W ell if there are

two potatoes on the table here, you probably

couldn’t unless of course, you cooked and ate

them and then you could probably tell by the taste.

In fact, that has been in a restaurant.  It’s an

amusing story but anyway, there is a

documentation trail.  

First of all, there is the inspection process, an

annual inspection process where absolutely

everything including all documentation, the fields

and processes and everything are inspected.  The

spot checks can be done at anytime during the

year without warning.  That’s the sort of the formal

process.  You have to get re-inspected annually to

keep your certified status.  

It’s very important to know that comparisons are

done.  You have to provide an estimate of your

sales at the beginning of the season and at the

end of the season, you have to provide your actual

sales.  If the two aren’t reasonably close to each

other, a red flag goes up and you’ll be reinspected

and re-questioned.  And therefore, the potential for

somebody having a 50,000 pound order of

potatoes and they’ve only got 20 themselves and

to pop over next door and buy the next door’s

30,000 to fill it up is going to show up in the

paperwork and the red flag’s going to go up and

say – how did you manage to fill that up when you

only x number of acres of potatoes that you’re

growing?  And that is a check and a balance that’s

built into the system.  

But one of the other biggest, biggest checks and

balances is your other organic farmers, especially

on PEI.  W e’re a smaller province.  It’s easier for

us because we all know each other.  W e’re very

close to each other.  W e work closely together.

It’s basically living in a goldfish bowl because one

bad apple, pardon the pun, in a group of 35

organic farmers, affects all of them and they can’t

afford to allow anybody to be a bad apple. 

W e have had the situation, I’ve seen it happening

and it’s quite a successful check and balance.  If

somebody is not following the standards and

deliberately or unintentionally, they will know about

it and the Certification Board will know about and

they will have an inspector down there so fast you

can’t blink because we all loose out by one person

with the one bad apple in the barrel.  

So those are just extra comments I’ve thrown in as

a result of what I’ve heard this morning.  Thank

you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Thank you

very much.  Andy, you have a question?

Andy Mooney (PC):    You were saying that one

individual could maybe daunted but I don’t think. .

.

Daphne Davey:   I beg your pardon.

Andy Mooney (PC):    You were saying it’s

daunting for an individual to come in for a

presentation on it but I don’t think you have any
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worries.  You seem extremely well read and very

well prepared.

Daphne Davey:    Thank you.

Andy Mooney (PC):    I guess as you mentioned,

W ilbur is a farmer also on this committee but

it’s–we’re not organic–but I tell you, our farm has

changed dramatically over the last 20 years.  If 20

years ago, you suggested some of the things we’d

be doing on the farm today, I wouldn’t have

believed it.  I am a little more open to change than

perhaps my own brothers at home but I can’t even

believe what they’re doing.  

I’ll be honest - we had a fish kill on our farm back

about five years ago or so that was extremely

public because me being in politics but since that

has taken place, we have spent thousands of

dollars in diverse waterways.  Because of

legislation that came in under this government, the

distance from streams, we’ve gone farther than

the required legislation and also done in a lot of

different fields.  

A lot of the farms, I tell you, are coming ahead in

leaps and bounds.  I’m quite proud of my own

community and the farmers in our area are all of

them are very responsible in our area, I know that.

I think, I don’t know how you get that out to the

general public as far as what farmers are doing

now.  

Most of the farms up our way have hired crop

scouts that walk the fields once or twice a week

and we don’t spray for insects until a threshold of

insects are to a point that it’s jeopardizing the crop

and they tell us a specific spray to use on that type

of bug so we don’t go in and blanket spray

anymore and it’s for two reasons.  

One - we’re not interested in hurting the

environment.  W e want to leave as small a

footprint as possible; but also, it’s on the cost side.

 So there is an awful lot of very good work being

done.

For 13 years that you operated your market

garden, did you grow all your own products or did

you buy and sell as well?

Daphne Davey:    I had a medicinal herb

operation and I dried the herbs and packaged

them and sold them.  I also grew vegetables but

they were for home use.

Andy Mooney (PC):    Okay.

Daphne Davey:   And I would like to say because

this is another - I should explain that in the 80s and

most of the 90s, 15 to 20 years, I was very, very

centrally involved, not just as a small certified

organic grower but on the administrative side with

the organic farmers here on PEI but also at the

regional, national and international levels.

Although I’m not a full-sized practicing farmer

myself, I worked hand in glove with farmers and I

absorbed an enormous amount of information

from them.  

I also worked with the provincial government a few

years ago now, at a time when organic farmers

were not even actually on their radar and I say this

factually in that I had to fight for access to funding

that we were eligible for that had been denied.

That has changed and it’s partially through the

efforts of myself and I say that quite shamelessly

going to bat for a sector of the agricultural sector

that was completely ostracized and in all those

years of frustration and hard work with the farmers

that I worked with, never once did those farmers,

those organic farmers ever see themselves as

adversaries of the other farmers.  They saw

themselves as a fraternity of farmers regardless of

their stripe.  

W e were not a political organization, even an

advocacy organization except for our need for

support.  If there was any, the two groups put

opposition, it was done from the media or the

government or anybody else.  Sometimes the

conventional farmers themselves who did the

ostracizing because what you don’t know, you fear.

And I spent a lot of time correcting this information

and that was one of my major motivations for

coming today.  

W hen I started reading this information, I

said–here we go again.  People who know nothing

about certified organic agriculture are pronouncing

information that is wrong and misleads people and

that was one of the biggest reasons this particular

presentation was put together because other

people can speak far more knowledgeably and

usefully on the specifics of the scientific and the

agricultural specifics.  

So I want to make that very clear which is why I
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threw that remark in with my respect for

conventional farmers and I have seen it.  I mean I

have lived on PEI for 25 years and in that period,

I have seen an enormous change in the farmers

and the provincial government on their openness

to look at new ways of doing things because

Mother Nature is demanding it of us.  The oil

situation is demanding it of us.  It maybe difficult to

see which way to go but we have to look and there

are farmers who are doing it, you know.  They said

it couldn’t be done so he went out and did it.  

W ell that’s the organic farming industry.  They’re

still saying it can’t be done.  There are still organic

farmers practicing.  It can be done.  It takes

support.  It takes education and training and it

takes government support whether it’s tax

incentives for conversion or whatever.  And

integrated pest management, that’s fine too.  And

I know this is not strictly GMO but yes, it is, it

applies across the board.  It’s the same principle

that’s involved.  

W hy did we have to develop a flavor saver tomato

to put the flavor back in tomatoes.  If you grow

them organically, the flavor is just overpowering

and that’s what the consumer who eats that

product tells you.  He said–I can’t tell the

difference between these two carrots but boy, the

flavor in this product.  It’s just wonderful.  It’s there.

It can be done without high tech manipulation to

put it back in.  So anyway, I’ve really . . .

Andy Mooney (PC):   Anyway as I said, I enjoyed

your presentation.  W e used bluestone on our

farm before, the year that blight hit and I’ll

be–since the media is not here–I’ll say, my mother

told me to put holy water in our sprayer one day.

Hopefully, it would help.  W e came through it but

I tell you, it took everything that was in us that year

when we had blight but. . .

Daphne Davey:    And in the organic system, if a

producer uses or is given permission to use

bluestone, it’s seen as a temporary kick to the

system, if you like.  In the meantime, they are also

required with them to review their practices as to

why it was needed in the first place.  Sometimes

when you’re transitioning into organic, you need a

kick start to get the thing going and then once you

got the thing going, you’re able not to have to use

those things.  You have to be very careful about

this information, band it around about organic

agriculture to make sure you really know it is

accurate information.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Just going back to what you

said earlier about the inspections.  I’m curious,

who does the inspections on the organic farms?

Daphne Davey:    W ho does it?  Independent third

party inspections are done.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    By who?

Daphne Davey:    W ell there’s certified inspectors

by the IOIA and I can’t–part of that is Organic

Independent Association.  I forget the initials and

they are certified by the independent inspectors

organization and qualified to inspect according to

the standards of the certification body.  The

certification body hires them to come in to do the

inspections on their behalf.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    So they do this every year?

Daphne Davey:    Annually, it’s an annual

process.

Jim Bagnall (PC):    Okay.  And what type of

inspections are done?

Daphne Davey:    I beg your pardon?

Jim Bagnall (PC):    W hat’s the type of inspection

that’s done?  They come in, what do they inspect?

Daphne Davey:    They inspect the entire farm

physically, everything from machinery to the fields

to the crops to the processing to the storage,

labeling, you name it.  Everything from machinery

to the fields to the crops to the processing to the

storage, labelling, you name it.  Everything

physically.  They inspect all the documentation.

The documentation is required by the application

for inspection which gives the history of the fields,

the invoices, all the financial documentation is

inspected and, of course, they do a lot of

discussion with the farmer because the farmer -

it’s a wonderful professional development day as

well-and the farmer will say- look I’m having a

problem- and the inspector will give them advice

and also circulate information they picked up from

other farmers as they travel around.  Like I can

give you advice from another farmer who had the

same problem and this is what he tried and it

worked.  Obviously they’re very knowledgeable

themselves, independent of anybody else.  That’s
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why they’re inspectors.

Jim Bagnall (PC): Thank you very much.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Thank you very

much.  I see Tony is here but we’re going to have

a little break, Tony, before we begin.  

Daphne Davey:   Thank you very much.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: I want to thank

you for coming. You’re very informative.

(5 minute break)

Part IV - Sierra Club of Canada: Tony Reddin

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay, Tony, we’re

ready to go.  W e’ll apologize for changing the time.

Tony Reddin:   No problem at all.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: So you go right

ahead with your presentation and we can ask

some questions after, okay.

Tony Reddin:   My name’s Tony Reddin and I’m

on the Executive Committee for the Atlantic

Chapter of the Sierra Club of Canada, which is

what I’m representing today.  So I’ll be generally

just offering some ideas and issues and concerns

and questions.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Could you give us

a little background on the Sierra Club?

Tony Reddin:   Sure, it’s a national organization.

Of course, Sierra Club, most people associate with

John Muir who started it over a hundred years ago

in the United States but the Sierra Club of Canada

is  independent of the American organization

although connected of course.  And we have

chapters across the country and our Atlantic

Chapter is just starting really.  It’s four years or five

years in existence.  So we have a committee, a

board in effect, that oversees our choices of what

issues we’ll work on and, you know, several

hundred volunteers and members and we’re not

especially active on PEI.  In fact, I’m sort of a PEI

representative to the Atlantic Region Board.

In the Atlantic region agriculture and GMOs is not

an issue that we’ve taken on with a lot of activity

but it is considered, it is part of a national, it’s

being looked at on the national level.  And we have

a pamphlet that deals with it and I’ll leave that with

you or at least refer to it.  And you may be familiar

with Elizabeth May who is the national executive

director of the Sierra Club of Canada and if she

would be here it would be nice if she could have

but you’re stuck with me.  She’s much better

spoken than I am and I will be hopefully getting her

to, if she hasn’t already sent some submission to

your committee.

I wanted to mention the pamphlet that we have

and it connects GMOs with organic farming quite

strongly and I’m sure you’ve referred to this many

times over the importance of keeping the - the fact

that organic food can’t have GMOs in it and that

issue of how important it is to organic farming if

PEI were GMO free, how much easier that would

make having a strong organic industry.   And the

pamphlet does refer to what we often, as it calls it,

the promises of genetic engineering.  And no

doubt there are, without a doubt there have been

benefits but generally they’re limited in my opinion

and I’ll just go through some of these points. 

 The crops that are designed to be herbicide

resistant are dependent on the continued use of

brand name chemicals so they’re exclusively to

use these certain chemicals.  So, of course, that is

of benefit to the company selling those chemicals

and some tests have shown, some tests have

shown that the pesticide use becomes higher

eventually in those plots than it would have been

for conventional plots  and there’s various factors

around that.  I think again you’ve probably looked

at that already.  

Higher yields haven’t been found from genetically

modified crops and indeed it’s not a solution for, as

I say, how we’re going to feed the world.

Jim Bagnall (PC): Excuse me, just for a m inute,

did you say higher yields were not there.

Tony Reddin:   Right.

Jim Bagnall (PC): Okay.  I didn’t quite catch it.

Tony Reddin:   Sorry, Jim.  So as this idea of

feeding the world with this sort of technology, the

problems around that are not even scientific.

They’re social and they’re political and biological.

Our scientific solutions just aren’t going to change

anything as we’ve already seen.  It’s still a
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problem.   So the conclusion here is, and rightly

so, this technology is developed and owned by

huge multinational chemical and pharmaceutical

corporations whose overwhelming concern is

maximizing profit and it’s certainly not, their

concern is not the public good.  I think it’s so

important for you to keep that in mind.  That the

goal of these companies is profit and the points

may be made that, you know, this is good for the

Island or good for another thing but ultimately

that’s what it comes down to and we’ve seen in

recent years a certain amount of deviousness and

dishonesty in these companies when it comes to

protecting their demand for maximizing their

profits.  For example, with BST,  Bovine

Somatotrophin, which is a genetically hormone

used for dairy cows, the studies and information

on that was manipulated quite severely and

thankfully in Canada we’ve resisted that pressure

to legalize it.  But it’s caused a lot of problems for

farmers other places.

I guess the other, I’m referring to a book here

called Generation Games - Genetic Engineering

and the Future for our Lives.  And it talks about

that and also about some of the controversy

around even something which would seem to be

as straightforward as, you know, you wouldn’t fool

around with it-insulin for people-using human

insulin and bacteria to make it where the use of it

was pushed ahead so as to maximize profit for

these companies and then it was found out that it

wasn’t as wonderful as it seemed. That it was

causing problems for people and I think it’s

become somewhat of a solution for some people.

For some people it’s much more of a problem than

the original insulin that was used.  

So I guess the point is with these new

technologies precaution really has to be the buy

word.  W hen  we don’t have enough experience

and enough years of use or study and then it’s just

common sense to wait and not push ahead with

the use of these things that we often find out

eventually there were harmful effects that weren’t

predicted or if they were the predictions were kept

hidden and that’s unfortunately often the case-

studies are kept hidden. That’s, of course as you

know, the precautionary principle and it’s

becoming very accepted as a guideline.  In this

case it really seems to be the only choice.

I guess I would appreciate some feedback when

I’m done on if this is the guideline for your

committee that you might use this principle,

precautionary principle in making your decisions.

I think I want to mention how urgent, how

important this issue is and, of course, to thank you

for all the time you’re putting into it and the

consideration that it is so important and I think

people all around the world are watching PEI and

realizing how progressive thinking we are to give

it such deliberation and so much consideration and

rightly so because it’s such an urgent issue both in

terms of our food supply and our economy and our

lifestyle and I think the importance of agriculture to

PEI can’t be denied or lessened in spite of some

hardships in the last few years.  It’s really the

backbone of our economy and food is such an

important part of our lives and our livelihoods.  So

we have to keep that as a priority to have a

sensible agriculture policy. 

 And a big part of that I think is to keep options for

farmers, to have them be able to choose the

farming that they want to do.  And that’s a big

issue with GMOs I think, is that we see the seed

supply for various crops being controlled or

attempted to be controlled by corporations and

when that happens then farmers, if that happens,

if that’s allowed to happen,  farmers won’t have a

choice of what crops they can grow.  It doesn’t

seem possible that a company could just take over

the supply of a certain crop but that appears to be

what’s intended and I’m not sure if you’ve been

given an explanation of this and I’m sure someone

else could give you a big more in-depth but with

the canola seed industry there is of course, GMO

canola and there are the conventional canola

seeds and the companies that produce those

conventional seeds are being bought up by big

corporations to control that seed, that industry,  so

that eventually it’s quite possible that the only

choice a farmer would have, unless he kept his

own seed year after year and he had the patent on

it himself, the only choice would be to buy GMO

canola which is certainly a disaster I think for that

crop and that industry.

I wanted to mention, I guess, just my own

experience working on farms over the years and

frequent discussions with farmers and, of course,

as an informed consumer and health and

environment advocate, that’s where these

thoughts come from.  Generally I work as a

volunteer and unfortunately or not I have a wide

range of interests so all of these issues tend to not

get perhaps the time that they deserve and in this
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case I guess I’m proving it, I don’t have a fancy

presentation for you but I do intend to submit a

written statement or brief later on.  But it’s also

somewhat symbolic I guess that here I’m

presenting the public’s interest and there’s no gain

for me in it, of course, but to present that it’s just

my own time that I’m using to do it which is, of

course, pulled in many directions where on the

other side you have corporations with no, almost

unlimited resources and money to pay for the

fanciest presentations that you like.  So I think that

it’s really important for you to keep that in mind

when you look at the two sides of this or various

sides of it.

So I wanted to go a bit into some of the specific

concerns around various crops and I think that’s

really what’s important for your committee to just

look at, whether we will allow GMO crops to be

grown on PEI.  I think it would be, the idea of not

having any GMOs at all, you know, food coming

into stores or whatever thing, it’s just not

reasonable to be considering that.  But as far as

crops go we basically have three main crops that

I think we’re talking about presently at least and

corn is the first one which it just occurred to me

lately how why we should be concerned about

that-the BT corn that’s used and I guess it’s used

quite widely now on PEI.  You probably know

better than me.  But used for feed for dairy and

beef and other animals.  And so those proteins,

the BT, when they say BT corn, of course as you

know it’s toxins from that bacteria that are actually

right in the plant and so those are in the food that

the animals eat and then probably concentrated

then in the food that we get, in the milk and in the

meat.  So one has to, to me has to be very

concerned about what that means as far as

human health goes if we’re eating what we

consider healthy foods but if they have these

genetically modified molecules in them what’s the

effect on the human health of eating that and

eating it every day and giving it to our children.

Certainly with milk we don’t have a choice if we

want to drink milk. There’s not an organic choice

unless we have our own cow I guess, only legal

choice.

And the question comes up, of course, would we

eat those products if they were labelled, if we knew

that they contained GMOs and I think that’s a very

important point for your committee to consider, you

know.  And I understand that it’s a federal issue-

labelling-but it’s still something I think your

committee could, should consider and whether to

recommend that or not is one part of the question.

Obviously you’d recommend it to the federal

government whether or not they should label, there

should be mandatory labelling and not voluntary

labelling, which hasn’t really amounted to anything

which is the present case, the labelling of foods is

voluntary.

I think it’s clear that if foods are labelled then

consumers will choose when they can to buy foods

that don’t contain GMOs and that naturally is why

there’s been a strong resistance to having

mandatory labelling but it has been instituted in

other places and so it’s important to look at what

has happened in those other jurisdictions with

mandatory labelling, what’s been the reaction of

consumers and, well, basically it seems to me a

consumer right to know what’s in the food that

you’re buying.

The next crop is canola and the biggest concern

there seems to me to be the one of contamination

with other weeds and just the canola itself

becoming a weed and then, of course,

contamination with conventional canola fields and

that, it’s just a serious problem that it seems to me

that if someone’s trying to grow conventional

canola and perhaps even a very important heritage

variety.  I know the Howatts out in Augustine Cove

or Tryon have been growing their own canola for

many years but that would be threatened if I would

say if someone put in a field of GMO canola next

to them, with cross contamination. There would be

their seed source.  So that in particular, I think,

calls for some sort of moratorium or ban of GMO

canola and no matter how-and I know you’ve seen

figures of how lucrative that canola crop can be-

but that’s of course a wonderful carrot for the

corporation to present to a small number of

farmers on PEI that they can make so much

money off this crop.  You know, it’s just a bonanza

for those individuals but it could really limit the

possibilities for a good, much more valuable

canola industry if there’s not a choice of having

conventional or for that matter organic canola

crops.

Soybeans is the third major crop I guess and there

is the case where Roundup Ready, as they call it,

soybeans exclusively need the glyphosate

herbicide and that can end up with problems with

resistance and again weeds that are resistant to

that and again use of more herbicides because it
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being an older chemical it actually uses more, it

takes more of it to do the job.  And then perhaps

more seriously, what’s the effect on the soil of

using that, those chemicals in such strong doses

and I guess I’d wonder if you’ve had some

information on what, you know, studies that have

shown one way or the other what effect that sort of

crop system is having on soils.

So those are the three crops. The other two points

that, specific points that I thought are  really

important and one I only heard about yesterday

and I don’t know if you heard about it before but

the point that nitrogen fixing bacteria are

genetically modified now.  I’ve seen a report of a

conference about that but I didn’t realize that

they’re actually in use now and the idea that these

genetically modified bacteria are in the soil and it

would be very difficult to get them out of there now

that they’re in there and what’s the effect of that,

you know,  obviously if they’re in the food that’s

being grown there and whatever food’s growing

there it would seem likely that those bacteria are

there and they’re also very likely combining with

the natural bacteria, the original bacteria that’s in

the soil and what’s that doing to the soil organism

populations?  These are questions that I think are

really important to know before and I guess these

bacteria are in use now here in PEI.  That’s the

first I heard of it but it would have been prudent, I

think, to have had some better knowledge of that

before that was allowed.

And the final issue that again is something that just

come up to me recently and I don’t know if you’ve

had addressed is the question and issue of bio-

waste, of the waste from producing genetically

modified organisms in laboratories which is most

often done using bacteria.  So what happens to the

waste from those plants and is it just going into the

regular sewage system and what affect is it having

there and you know all the various aspects of that.

It’s not something I even thought about before

yesterday but it just came up in something I was

reading and I just wanted to raise that issue and I’d

be curious to know if you’ve had consideration of

that already.

So this all points to your choices as a committee of

what you would perhaps recommend whether it be

a ban on GMO crops or a moratorium, which

would seem to me wise to give some number of

years for better study of these issues before, you

know, to slow things down  in effect.  And even

that would be probably hard, not easy to put in

place because, you know, you have to enforce it

and enforcement hasn’t been easy with some

other regulations that we’ve had on PEI.  So there

are other choices that the committee could have

and one of those, which is being looked at and

being proposed - it’s not the law yet but in the state

of Vermont-is to make the corporations that

actually produce the seed in the first place to put

the liability, the onus of liability on those

corporations.

I guess I have just a little bit of some written

statement here that I might read to explain some

of that and I’d start by saying that the current legal

situation is a non-fair, un-level playing field for

farmers visa via the chemical companies and the

corporations that produce the GMOs in the first

place, that develop them.  And at the same time

it’s un-level between the GMO technology and

corporations and non-GMO industry and we can

see that in both the power of some of these

corporations and just the dynamics of the way the

GMOs can cause such difficulties for other crops.

So we see legally in Percy Schmeiser case in

Saskatchewan where he was held liable for patent

infringement even though he didn’t actually do

anything, he didn’t take any seeds.  The seeds

landed on his fields and the Saskatchewan

Organic Directorate that has tried to sue the

corporation for loss of their markets so far haven’t

had any success in the courts with that.  So the

companies are not being held liable for even

financial damage.

And part of that, at least, and perhaps most of it is

because when they sell these seeds language is in

there, the contracts for growing these seeds- and

again hopefully you can verify this or help me

understand it better-that they have technology use

agreements that the farmer will sign that says in

effect that there are things that can happen when

you use the  seed. There could be injury to

farmers that aren’t using GMOs.  There could be

patent infringement.  But you, the farmer, are

going to be responsible for anything that might

happen and we the corporation aren’t going to be

responsible.  So the farmer signs that and I guess

that’s been taken to be legally binding so far.

Now, why a farmer would sign that is not for me to

say, of course.  W e could discuss that I suppose

but it seems to me it’s part, it’s important as far as

giving farmers choices of how they’re going to

farm to not allow that sort of a legalise in such
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contracts.  Even if they sign it that there has to be,

there may not be an understanding of just what

that means when they do sign it.

So what they’ve done in Vermont and what I think

is definitely worth considering for your committee

is to outlaw this practice, not have that be legal.

That that sort of contract wouldn’t be legal.  The

company that produces the seed should have

liability for what damage it’s caused.  It only seems

fair. They’re benefiting from it.  They’re making

pretty huge profits from it.  So if there’s harm

caused there’s no reason that they should escape

having any responsibility for it.  So if you look at

the legislation that they’ve done in Vermont that

would be a good guideline as to how to enact that

in provincial legislation and it would assign liability

by default to the seed manufacturer.  Of course if

the farmer was negligent in some other way, that

is to say if the farmer was instructed on ways to

prevent the contamination of other crops or similar

things and the farmer didn’t follow those

instructions then of course there would still be,

liability would fall on the farmer and it’s kind of

common sense.

So I think that legislation in Vermont is a very

important thing to look at and to see how they’ve

written that and the implications of that and some

of the reaction to that and there has been a very

strong reactions, especially as you would expect,

from the corporations to weaken that legislation

and so as I understand it they’re still in the

legislative stage of that.  They have two Houses

there and one House has proposed this fairly

strong wording.  The other House has been

persuaded to weaken it and water it down quite a

bit. So they have to now resolve that on a

cooperative basis I guess.  So we’ll see how that

comes out.  But I think it’s  really important

information for your committee to go by.

So, of course, there are other, no doubt you’re

looking at other choices of how you might, what

you might recommend and so the choice of a

moratorium seems like a wise one to- not to put off

a decision but to stop the widespread use of

GMOs on PEI until we know what the effects, until

we better know what that m ight mean for PEI.  And

I think part of that would be very useful to just think

even as individuals what we might envision PEI to

look like in ten years and especially as far as

agriculture goes.  And I could see two main

choices, of course who know in future, but we

could see one choice where if the corporate way is

allowed we’d have a limited number of crops.

W e’d have most farmers buying their seed from

the corporations and very beholden to those

corporations for even not only the seed but the

chemicals to use on them, which some people

may say is the case even now I suppose.  But I

don’t think it’s that bad and we don’t want it to get

any more that way.  I think it’s so important to have

flexible agriculture that can change as conditions

change and we’ve certainly seen that both weather

and political conditions with visa via the American

markets and such things it’s so important for us to

have farmers that can work, act independently and

make their own choices and not be limited by the

power of corporations over them.  

So I suppose the positive vision would be one

where we have much more diversity in crops and

we’re moving towards a very strong organic

agriculture and the possibilities of such a great

market that would be for PEI given our image

already as somewhat of a pristine environment.

W hether it’s true or not but that’s the image we still

have and it fits in so well with marketing organic

food.    So to me there’s such a strong gamble in

allowing GMOs.  W e might get this bonanza that

the companies want us to believe, you know, these

lucrative crops.  But usually that sort of thing is a

reward for a very small number of people and it

leaves out the majority, the same as gambling and

that seems to be the movement of our society

now.  I don’t think it’s a good direction.  So I think

if your committee adopts the precautionary

principle it would be much better for us in the long

run.  So I think that’s all I have to say for now and

welcome any questions.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Thank you, Tony.

Eva.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Thank you again for your

presentation today and as I’m looking over my

notes from all speakers and trying to again see

how we as a committee will come up with any

recommendations or report and when you talked

about we’re not proven to have any higher yields.

W e’ve had presentations by a small hog farmer, by

a scientist farmer, from farmers that have been

down this road and choose the option of this tool

for their farming practices.  They all told us they do

get higher yields.  They told us-I remember the

little hog farmer in particular, he’s just a small

farmer- and he said that the germination of the
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seed that he was using- which was GMO seed- he

got a lot better yield.  He also talked about

environment concerns where we have a lot of

sloped land in the province, about less tillage. He

also talked about less sprays. So he felt that using

that tool he was helping the environment.  That

was his . . . he said without that tool I will not

survive as a small farmer.  It reduces time spent,

you know, in working his little farm.  So that was a

real picture to me on the higher yield.

Tony Reddin:   Did he actually mention yields of

the crop being higher too?

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Yes, he did. I’m pretty

sure.  W e have a copy of that presentation.

Tony Reddin:   W as it soybeans that he was

planting?

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   W as it soybeans?

Jim Bagnall (PC):  Yes.

Tony Reddin: Because generally when you look

at the figures for yields, at least what I’ve seen .. .

Jim Bagnall (PC):   (Indistinct) 10 per cent.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Yes, that was the one on

yesterday.

Tony Reddin:   Just what I’ve seen in their report

that comes through the Island farmer on various

growers of crops, the soybean yields you can just

see on the chart, for the GMO soybeans, they’re

quite a bit lower than the conventional.  I’m not the

one to . . .

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Then yesterday we had a

presentation by Robert Coffin, scientist, farmer,

who has done a lot of trials.  He showed us

pictures of the comparison yields.  Then before

that we had a group here-I guess they were from

the west-that said that the canola and the figures

and the choice and this wasn’t forced on them.

This was a choice that they as farmers had used

because of the benefits.  So on that one again this

is where us as a committee, people that have

been down that road, used them to declare that

there is great benefits.  

Then the other one I had here was less tillage, less

spray, lower dockage.  And when you talk about

choice of a moratorium in the province, used of

GMO and a lot around food and safety and then

our challenge again is when we see how many

foods are in the market place that we have no

control over, that are coming into our store shelves

every other day.  A moratorium-how do you feel we

should deal with all the other foods that come here

that we consume as Islanders?

Tony Reddin:   W ell, I mean, when I mean a

moratorium I mean for crops, seed for crops.  As

you say and if this is what you mean, I think it’s

very difficult to control, to close PEI to any GMO in

any foods that stores have on their shelves.  That’s

a totally different step. But part of that I think, and

again it’s not provincial legislation, but labelling is

such an important part of that.  I mean if foods are

labelled there would be much more of a choice for

people.  As they’re not labelled now there’s no

reason for companies to make processed-I mean

a lot of processed foods, of course, as you know

have various corn and various wheys in them.  It’s

in just about every processed food amazingly

enough so there’s no reason for the company to

use non-GMO corn and most of the corn grown is

GMO as I understand it, coming from the west,

you know.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   I know we have a great

concern for all farmers.  W hen I hear the

challenges of the organic farmer and I hear the

challenges of the conventional farmer I guess it’s

going to be a bigger challenge for us to determine.

W e want to fair to each and every one and to try

and have the proper supports in place so farmers

do have a choice too, like you say.   So anyway I

just wanted to mention the challenges that we

have because when people come and say I’ve

been there, I’ve done that, we also want to give all

equal opportunity to continue to provide us with

good, healthy food in this province.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: W ayne.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Yes, Tony, welcome.  I

appreciate your presentation.  I’ve always

respected and admired your passion for the

enhancement of our Island environment and I want

you to know that and the work of the Sierra Club.

But it’s interesting.  I want to follow up on some of

Eva’s remarks that this committee has been

presented with a good deal of contradictory

testimony,  if you will.  I heard one presenter earlier

this morning-I didn’t get the opportunity to speak
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because I know the Chairman wanted to take a

break-but you talked about Europe being “ripe for

the plucking” I believe was the phrase but yet we

all know that the European Union is one of the

most self-protected agricultural market places in

the world.  Yesterday we were told that the

European Union, their scientists have approved

five of the six GMO events and that just one more

remains to be approved and then presumably the

floodgates may be opened to some GMO product

in that marketplace.

Earlier this morning we had a presentation saying

that Japan doesn’t want and doesn’t accept

GMOs. Yesterday we heard from the Canola

Council of Canada telling us that just under 13

million acres of canola was planted, GMO canola.

And one of their major markets for oil and seed is

Japan.  So that’s the kind of things we’re hearing.

But what I’m sensing here this morning,  and from

a lot of presenters who particularly speak on the

side of organic farming, is that co-existence of the

various farming methods is non-achievable on

Prince Edward Island because of the zero

tolerance factor for organic growers and their

product and I’m wondering if I could pursue that

with you a little bit in terms of where is  the

potential  for growth in organic farming on Prince

Edward Island, in what crops and would those

crops be compatible with the conventional and the

GMO methods of farming?  

Ms. Davey pointed out earlier that her organic

operation was interrupted and put an end to really

by conventional farming that was taking place

within a proximity to her operations  and so that

was the end to that.  So it begs the question, which

is the greater impediment to the development of

organic agriculture on Prince Edward Island?  Is it

conventional farming or is it GMO?

Tony Reddin:   It’s pretty hard to answer that.

Depends on the circumstances I suppose but I

think with GMOs it depends on the crop, just in my

own opinion and there’s other people that can

speak to that a lot better than I can as far as-and

you asked what’s the better potential, what crops

have the best potential, organics- and I certainly

don’t know that. I don’t have that information.  But

when you look at canola which seems to have this

potential for contaminating other fields and

creating super weeds and this sort of thing, for

organic canola crop  would seem to be very

difficult to have on PEI if there was GMO canola.

You’d basically have to keep them separated to

the extreme because I presume that the pollen can

be taken a long ways by insects and by the wind

and there’s other people that can give you that

information more clearly than I can.  But that’s my

understanding.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Yesterday we also heard

from Raymond Loo, an organic farmer, who told us

that he hasn’t sold potatoes for anything less than

40 cents a pound this year, the last year. Forty

cents a pound-now I don’t know what his profit

margins are- but I would think that if they were

good profit margins at 40 cents a pound that

farmers would be lining up to get certified organic.

Tony Reddin:   W ell it’s a tough crop to grow

organically, is potatoes.

Wayne Collins (PC):   So maybe 40 cents a

pound, you’re saying the profit margin may not be

that great.

Tony Reddin:   No.

Wayne Collins (PC):   I would agree.

Tony Reddin:   I would say it- but just my own

experience talking with and helping work with

people that grow them organically, potatoes-I don’t

grow them myself but I’ve learned enough about it

that you have those two big pests, blight and the

beetle,  that are really tough to work with.  And to

grow organic it’s that much more of a challenge

and rightfully so to grow big acreages of them.  So

when you have a farm that’s dependent on big

acreages to support the investment that’s there

that makes it pretty hard to switch over. But that

doesn’t mean people aren’t doing it or moving

toward it. 

Wayne Collins (PC):   W hich a further question in

terms of the growth of organic agriculture and I

don’t know if I should be asking this to you or to

Ms. Davey earlier because she has, as she

mentioned, worked extensively at the national and

international levels when it comes to the

development of organic farming.  But in places like

Saskatchewan, you referred to the organic

growers there suing one of the major GMO seed

producers I believe and unfortunately losing on

that score.  But in places like Alberta and

Saskatchewan where we know they are growing in

the millions of acres of canola, is organic farming
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growing in those provinces or is it retreating?

Because that would be indicative to me anyway,

m ight help us try to answer the question here,

does organic farming have a future on Prince

Edward Island if we continue to allow GMO

agriculture?

Tony Reddin:   It m ight or might not.  PEI is a

different situation from Alberta as far as what

crops we have here and just the situation on being

an Island and our image and, you know, the

history of farming here.  I wouldn’t say I would

answer that.  If you knew the answer to that

question you could make that conclusion but I

don’t know what  the statistics on organic crops in

the west are.  But there are people that can

answer that for you,  I’m sure.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC):   Mr. Reddin, thank you

very much your presentation this morning. From

your point of view, would you comment on the

health effects derived from consumption of GMO

foods?

Tony Reddin:   I think what I’d say is just that we

don’t know what the health effects are.  They

haven’t been around long enough to know the long

term effects and that’s where the precautionary

principle has to come into place.  W here we’ve

seen in the past where various chemicals or when

you think of-what’s the one that caused deformities

in children?

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Thalidomide. 

Tony Reddin:   Thalidomide, right.  W here when

it was originally used  people had no idea there

would be that effect. But over time they realized

what the effect was and that was probably much

easier to see whereas GMOs are so widespread in

our food and people don’t even necessarily know

whether they’re eating them or not it’s much harder

to see any cause and effect relationship there.  So

it’s much harder to see any cause and effect

relationship there.  But that doesn’t mean that it

can’t be shown given enough time and perhaps, I

mean there’s research in laboratories now  that

points to possible health effects. So I think that has

to be looked at more and I’d be surprised if your

committee’s been able to come up with any

conclusion whether there are no bad health effects

from eating GMOs.  I’d wonder.   Do you have a

sense yourself that way?

Wilfred Arsenault (PC):   I agree with what you’re

saying.  I think there’s also an issue with lack of

research as far as use of pesticides on various

foods also.  I think it’s probably, we’re probably

years behind as far as research is concerned on

both sides of the issue.

Tony Reddin:   I guess what you could say is we

may have problems with pesticides.  W e don’t

want to add to that problem by having widespread

use of GMOs as well.   One problem doesn’t

cancel out another problem.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay, so no more

questions. Thank you.  Robert.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Just a comment.  I

just wanted to say I appreciated your testimony

today.  I find it all very informative, especially the

fact that you’re right.  W e hear one group come in

and say there’s no health risks at all with GMOs.

W e have another group that comes in and says, of

course, there’s a health risk but at least you come

in and say well, we don’t know what the health

risks are yet and I appreciate your frankness on

that and you not only just said let’s ban or not ban,

you came with some other constructive ideas on

whether or not it is the moratorium and issues

around liability and I just want to thank you for

coming in and for your presentation today and I

know, like W ayne said, you are committed.  I’ve

seen you around quite a bit this past summer at

numerous events and I thank you for your work.

Tony Reddin:   If I might just add one last

comment that when we talk about the choices and

the point of a moratorium would of course take

away the choice for some farmers but that’s for a

limited amount of time. You set a certain amount

of time on it and then if the facts show or the study

shows that GMOs are okay to use then the choice

is there but otherwise you’re just going full steam

ahead without precautions.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Thank you very

much, Tony, for coming in.  As you heard we’ve all

appreciated your comments and your remarks and

all the best to you in all your different varieties as

you go down the road.   Thank you very much.

Tony Reddin:   And I’ll, as I said, submit a written

document.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay, we will
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adjourn until 1:15 and I invite members of the

committee to wait around for a minute.

(Adjourned for lunch)

1:20 p.m.

Part V - PEI Potato Board - Kevin MacIssac,

Mary Kay Sonier

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Call the meeting

back to order and we have a presentation by the

Potato Board represented by Kevin MacIssac and

Mary Kay Sonier.  So the usual procedure is we’ll

ask you people to make your presentation and

then we may have some questions after.  W e have

set aside how long?   W ell, you go ahead and we’ll

see how we work it out. Okay.

Kevin MacIssac: Thank you very much and good

afternoon Chairman MacDonald, Honourable

committee members and staff.  My name is Kevin

MacIssac and I’m a primary producer of potatoes,

grain crops and canola in Bear River, which is in

eastern PEI.  I’m in front of the committee today

accompanied by our seed coordinator Mary Kay

Sonier to make a presentation on behalf of the

Prince Edward Island Potato Board and we would

really like to thank you for the opportunity to share

our views to this committee. 

 The Potato Board represents the interests of the

PEI potato industry to all levels of government.

There are approximately 400 potato farms on PEI

growing 95 acres.  It’s a combination of seed, table

and processing potatoes and I’m sure, as many of

you have heard, we are down 10 per cent in our

acreage from 2004.  

T he potato industry a lone  con tr ibu tes

approximately 3.5  per cent to the provincial GDP

and potato processing more than doubles this

contribution. The value of seed, table and

processed potato exports from PEI over the past

five years was over 1.2 billion. This does not

include the value of shipments to Canadian

markets.  As the information demonstrates our

industry is a major player in the provincial

economy and our growers have a very large stake

in any legislation that will affect agriculture

production in this province and while we cannot

promise to represent every individual potato

grower on the Island we have spoken to many and

we feel that our comments represent the majority.

 At the present time no genetically modified

potatoes are grown in our province.  W e did

however have first hand experience growing

genetically modified potatoes back in the mid to

late 1990s.  On our farm we grew genetically

modified Shepody potatoes in the year 1999.

Genetically engineered potatoes first became

available to the Island potato industry, as I said, in

the mid 1990s.  Monsanto marketed these

varieties under the name “NatureMark”.  They

were commonly grown varieties such as Russet

Burbank and others that had been genetically to

include resistance to Colorado Potato Beetle, a

major pest of potatoes and for various other

significant potato viruses.   They are also working

on strains that would have built- in resistance to

late blight and many of you know this is the

number one potato pest that we face each year

and it requires weekly protectant sprays by both

conventional and organic growers to keep this

disease at bay.

Many growers saw the field selection trials that

were being done with genetically modified

seedlings in order to select strains that retain the

desirable traits of the original variety and at the

same time demonstrated the various resistance

traits.  These plot trials were the same type of

selection trials done in a conventional potato

breeding program to evaluate new seedlings that

have been produced by the conventional breeding

process.

Seed production and commercial trials of these

new varieties slowly expanded in the m id to late

1990s.  NewLeaf Russet Burbank received full

approval from CFIA in 1995 and other varieties

soon followed.  Growers were planting them for a

variety of reasons.  Number one, in most of our

minds was economics.  That was the reason to

plant the varieties.  W e had fewer trips throughout

the field to spray and this of course meant a

saving in fuel and tractor costs as well as saving in

the cost of the chemical being applied. The second

reason for growing them was an environmental

concern.  Fewer sprays means few opportunities

for affecting our environment and a reduced

potential for chemical runoff into Island waterways.

Thirdly,  worker safety is a concern among people

handling chemicals.  It’s always a high element of

risk and as the primary handlers of agricultural

chemicals, farmers and farm workers are in the

greatest position of risk.  Any tool which helps us

to reduce the need for chemical applications will
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reduce this risk.  And on our own farm that’s my

primary job during the season is the application of

chemicals and believe me anything that we can do

to reduce trips through the field is all the better for

the industry because it’s not a job that I like, it’s a

job that we have to do and we’ve learned from

experience we have to do a good job with

controlling pests.

The final reason for growing them was the

integrated pest management programs.  Most

potato growers now use an integrated pest

management program using a combination of

cultural, chemical and biological controls.  And this

was just another tool in the toolbox to increase

pest control options for our growers. 

 By 1998 there were over 800 acres of four

different genetically modified potato varieties that

had been registered through the federal variety

registration process and approved by Health

Canada that were available for planting.  In 1996

a commercial test market had been conducted at

21 Sobeys grocery stores in three Maritime

provinces.  Ten bag bags of potatoes were sold,

clearly  tagged with a NatureMark label explaining

that they’d been modified to contain resistence to

insects and therefore fewer pesticides were used.

Even when priced at a premium these packs

quickly sold out.  Feedback from consumers was

very positive with many indicating that they were

pleased to purchase premium qualify potatoes and

know that it was grown in a better way.  Growers

were poised to use this new management tool and

move these varieties from seed production into

commercial markets for table and processing.

It was at this time that eco-activists began a well

publicized campaign against genetically modified

organisms.  Because the potatoes sold in a

minimally processed form as a whole and not

mainly as an ingredient in other products and

genetically modified products had not yet entered

the commercial production scheme in a substantial

way, large potato marketers, including McDonalds

and local processors which supplied them, such as

McCains and Cavendish Farms reacted to the

activist’s effective, fear-mongering campaign and

decided to promote their product as being GMO

free.  Some companies followed up, performed

follow-up testing on seed lots to assure their

customers that GMO potatoes were not in the

production chain.  This was done even though  the

head of a major processing company publicly

admitted the technology had value and their

decision was based on emotions and not science.

Currently each spring when we as growers sign a

processing contract we also sign a form saying

that the seed we use to plant our crop is GMO

free.

It is important for us to note that the decision to

promote GMO free potato products was not done

at a local level but by these very large multi-

national corporations in all of their operations.  In

this way PEI growers were not impacted in

isolation but we faced the same marketing

environment as potato growers in Alberta or Idaho.

As primary producers we provide what the

customer wishes to purchase.  If the benefits of

genetically modified potatoes were to become

more widely recognized and accepted by

consumers we would like to have the choice of

using this technology to grow in fair competition

with farmers and other Canadian provinces and in

other areas around the world.  

GMO varieties are evaluated and regulated

through federal departments and agencies.  The

review and registration process is conducted by

Health Canada and the Canadian Food Inspection

Agency and we understand that you have already

had a more in-depth presentation on this so we’ll

not go into that any further.  But we do believe that

the system works in as much we feel that access

to such products on PEI should follow federal

guidelines.

The choice to grow GMO crops, while not

immediately impacting us in the production of

potatoes, does affect us in the production of our

rotation crops.  Some of us even now are growing

genetically modified corn and soybean varieties

because we see advantages in our operations and

the market is willing to purchase them.  In Canada,

for example, for some crops there are very few

non-GMO varieties to choose from.  The majority

now include herbicide resistance and on our own

farm this year we were growing some canola and

we found that to be very much the case.  There

were more varieties available that had  the GMO

trait in them than there not.  In addition if we could

find a more profitable rotation crop for potatoes

such as GMO crops grown to produce

pharmaceutical or nutriceutical products this would

have the impact of lengthening rotations and

creating less pressure to increase potato acreage.
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As we are all aware, being residents in a province

where agriculture is one of the three main

industries agricultural producers have been in a

financial crisis for several years now.  W ayne

Easter’s report entitled “Empowering Canadian

Farmers in the Marketplace” was submitted to the

federal minister, the Honourable Andy Mitchell in

July,2005.  And as Easter commented in a recent

update-the bottom line remains the need to move

toward ensuring all levels of government,

beginning with the federal government, begin

developing policies that have as their objective to

empower farmers in the marketplace.

Potato producers feel provincial government policy

should empower farmers and enable them to take

advantage of technology advancement that will be

of economic and environmental benefit.  W e feel

that government policy should enable producers to

take advantage of all available markets and not

restrict us to limited markets such as GMO free

product.  Conventional and organic potato

production currents co-exists through protocols

such as transition periods and setback distances

and we feel there is room to develop a system that

will allow production with genetically varieties to

co-exist with these other methods of production. 

Organic production fills a niche market and if there

is an opportunity for growers to fill a niche market

for non-GMO produce it will occur through the

initiative of an interested producer or producers.

Consumer demand will then determine the size of

the market.

As producers who face the challenges daily of

operating  in a free market environment we have

difficulty understanding how the government can

contemplate legislation to prevent the use of

federally approved production methods, ie.

restricting us from fair competition unless they are

prepared to guarantee us markets for produce

grown under provincially set production methods.

And I would like to re-emphasize that as producers

in a challenging marketplace we support a variety

of production and marketing choices for growers

and a political environment that allows them to

make these choices and in fact supports

expanding these choices.

In conclusion I would again like to thank you for

hearing our point of view.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Thank you very

much.  Do we have some questions?

Wayne Collins (PC):   Thank you very much for

your presentation.  W ithin the Potato Board are

you representative as well of some of the organic

potato growers also?

Kevin MacIssac:   Our current system for our

Potato Board represents the processing, table and

seed sectors in all three areas, all three regions of

the province-east, central and west.  If there is an

organic producer who wishes to-say he grows

seed, he or she grows seed or processing-and

they wish to run for a position on the Potato Board

they’re quite welcome to do that.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Do you have active

members right now who are organic potato

growers?

Kevin MacIssac:   Not currently on our Board that

are, shall I say, like 100 per cent.  There  is I

believe one grower who does part of his operation

that way.  But I’m not sure, he’s just coming on the

Board, he’s fairly new.

Wayne Collins (PC):   W e’ve heard a great deal

of comment, testimony at the table from people

who are advocating further growth in the organic

industry concerns about the GMO products and

indeed even conventional methods that have

impeded the progress I guess, the growth of our

organic agriculture on Prince Edward Island.  I

wonder if I could get you to comment you a little bit

in terms of the whole principal of co-existence here

if you would, expand on that a little bit further.  I

believe, I take it from your remarks you believe

that co-existence is achievable.

Kevin MacIssac:   Yes, I do.  I’d just like to break

that down into two parts here.  First before we get

to the GMO part, is the organic producers have

limited crop protection products obviously applied

to their produce and we as commercial growers

co-exist with them now. There are organic growers

in the area and we are able to work side by side

within the certain boundaries or buffer zones that

are required. But basically we co-exist now.  In

terms of the GMO and allowing us to co-exist side

by side, the potato crop-unlike some other crops-is

not cross-pollinated.  It’s asexually propagated,  if

you will.  So it’s less a concern of cross

contamination with pollen than compared to some

of the crops which are growing in W estern

Canada, for example.
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Wayne Collins (PC):   Now, we’ve heard from

someone at the table who said that they were

operating an organic operation, it wasn’t potatoes,

it was herbs, medicinal herbs and that and she

had to give up her operation because neighbouring

land was being sprayed. She could no longer then

be certified organic.  But you were saying earlier

about there are setback distances here.  W as this

in some case a violation of the setback distance?

This occurred a number of years ago.  I don’t know

how recent these setback distances have been in

effect.

Kevin MacIssac:   No, what I was meaning, if I

had somebody who was growing, as a producer if

I had somebody who was growing next to me that

had organic produce I would take it on my part and

leave a buffer strip the same as I do for a

watercourse or a highway or house.  I would do

that on my part. Currently within the law, to the

best of my knowledge, we’re not required to do

that.

Wayne Collins (PC):   It’s strictly voluntary and

being good neighbour policy then I gather.

Kevin MacIssac:   Yes.  W e are required to do

things with regard, by law, with regard to seed

production and I mean, that’s very well laid out in

terms of so many metres between varieties that

are entered for seed and not.

Wayne Collins (PC):   W e had comment recently

from Dr. Robert Coffin and I was asking him why

he felt that GMO potatoes will make a comeback

and he certainly believes it will eventually.  W hat is

your personal feeling as far as the Board is

concerned?  From your presentation I take it, it

was a good experience for those growers with the

800 acres.  Do you believe that GMO potatoes will

make a comeback?

Kevin MacIssac:   I think if I could put it into

perspective it was almost an idea that was ahead

of its time.  As growers growing the crop we were

very excited.  Here was a chance-we don’t like

applying pesticides and the need to apply

pesticides often.  W e know that we have to in

order to maintain the health of the crop.  But here

was an opportunity where we could put less

pesticides on a crop, reduce cost, reduce risk and

it did work.   It worked very well.  The particular

variety we were using was modified to have a

resistence to Colorado potato beetle.  There was

no insecticides applied and there was no Colorado

potato beetle.  It was an excellent crop.  So we

were really excited about this opportunity but I

think perhaps the companies that were marketing

the product didn’t accurately get an assessment

from the consumers buying the product that yes,

here’s what they were doing and they fully

understood that.  Now it was labelled and

marketed as labelled but I think it was almost

ahead of its time and I think if it comes back again

there has to be some marketing done to explain to

the people exactly what is being done.

Wayne Collins (PC):   That brings me to my next

point, the whole issue of education and

communication of some of the facts and that.  Has

the Potato Board done anything in terms of

encouraging either the processors or indeed their

customers, the major outlets like you mentioned

like McDonalds and other outlets like that,  to get

involved in an education campaign?

Mary Kay Sonier: If I could just comment.  I think

part of the position the Board has taken is with any

potato varieties.  They are not in the position to

promote one variety over another.  W hat they

promote is for the growers to have the choices

available to them and to be able to choose what

varieties or what technology.  It’s, as you

mentioned organic, the Board represents organic

and conventional.  They don’t promote one way

over the other or they don’t promote people to

grow one variety over the other.

Wayne Collins (PC):   May I ask though if the

companies had-McDonalds and on down to

Cavendish and McCains-if this had not happened

where do you think, what percentage of the Island

potato crop today do you think would be GMO

product given the kind of early progress you saw?

Kevin MacIssac:   I think it’s like every other crop.

Once growers see the economic benefit and see

that it’s working well it’ll pick up. Years ago there

was no canola being grown and now there’s a start

and it picks up in terms of a rotation crop.   The

potatoes, I couldn’t put an exact number on it.  I

would think growers really have the desire there to

reduce their pesticide inputs and it would have

picked up quite well.  I just want to reiterate what

May Kay was saying.  I guess at the Board we

would feel it’s up to a company like Monsanto, it

was their variety to market it and provide

information that was, you know, acceptable to the
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consuming public.  W e will work with the company

if they desire to promote an independent point of

view as much as we can. But it truly was their

variety to market.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Any more

questions anybody?  Andy.

Andy Mooney (PC):   Just a little comment.  For

a variety such as Shepodies if you ever get a

resistence to some of the viruses it would a

tremendous benefit because I know the

processors are really attached to Shepodies as far

as getting an earlier variety for processing but

they’re (indistinct) somewhat of a wick to try to get

a lot of grief in the Russet Burbank just because

they’re very susceptible.  Just gets harder and

harder every year, I think.

Kevin MacIssac:   And if I could add that was one

trait they were looking at was the virus resistance.

Personally what I feel is of more importance is the

blight resistence.  I know we went to W isconsin

two years ago and they’re trying to develop a

variety that is resistant to late blight.  And I was

really happy to hear this and I asked the

researcher when will  we have that available on

commercial production and he thought maybe

eight or ten years.  So that’s along time between

that point and where we are today.

Mary Kay Sonier: That’s through conventional,

the conventional breeding process because not

only then do you have to get acceptance-the trait

is one thing-you’re trying to get growers to accept

a whole new variety.

Kevin MacIssac:   So it’s something that we need,

I think, to move our crop along here.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay.  Any more

questions?  Thank you very much.  Thank you for

coming in and making your presentation and we

appreciate it. 

Kevin MacIssac:   W e have some copies

available which we circulated.   Thank you.

Part VI - National Farmers’ Union:  Danny

Hendricken

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Our next

presenter is Danny Hendricken from the National

Farmer’s Union.  W henever Kevin is done, Dan,

you can move in.

Danny Hendricken: Good afternoon, Danny.

How are you?

Danny Hendricken:   Great.  I’m flying solo today.

My other two partners here this afternoon I’m

afraid are trying to get the rest of their cereal crop

harvested before the storm hits us this weekend

dumping lots of rain on it.  But having said that I

guess I’m ready to proceed and I have a master

copy here that I’m willing to give it to you and to

make further copies at a later date.  

I also would like to thank this government for

having this standing committee take many

submissions on both and con of this type of

technology because the impact that this

technology, this mode of production will have on

the Island,  will impact all future generations to

come.  And the reason I say that is that we’re an

agricultural province here and so go agricultural

product, agricultural exports and the price received

for them so goes the economy of Prince Edward

Island.  

I know it’s very important too that this government

develop programs so they can access funds to

deliver health care and education and other

infrastructure program but I think it’s also

fundamentally important that we develop an

agenda here for agriculture to enhance exports

that eliminates this GE technology in food

production.  And the reason I say that is just not

too long ago the University of Prince Edward

Island hosted an agricultural symposium and at

that agricultural symposium the reason behind it

was to look at how we can differentiate ourselves,

our production of food here on Prince Edward

Island and how we can develop niche markets.

Because up to this point in time we’ve done

nothing to differentiate ourselves from the generic

method of producing food across this country and

world wide essentially and because of our size and

because we are an Island and because of the

unique environmental, I think, qualities that we

have, you know, that and also producing food in a

manner different than other provinces are is the

only way that we’re going to further exports.

Dr. Randy W estgren-he was one of the keynote

speakers-he’s a market analyst and researcher

and he said if we do nothing to promote and

market our agricultural products here on PEI,
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number one thing not to do is to integrate GE

technology into the way we produce food here on

PEI.  He said the general public, like it or not,

would sooner eat rat feces than eat GE food if

given a choice and there lies, like it or not, there is

a strong overwhelming reluctance to the general

population, whether or not they’re based on

ignorance or whatever, but a strong reluctance not

to eat, if given the choice, GE foods. 

 And so we have to accept that for it is.  And I think

the reason why, you know, there is a great deal of

ignorance out there or misinformation is the fact

that the people who are promoting this technology

have the facts and are scared to release them

knowing that there’s probably even more

condemning information still lying in their archives.

And for that reason I believe that it’s very important

that PEI become a GMO free area.  The

implications it has for PEI are catastrophic.  

Back in our earliest levels of education, many

years ago before we unders tood the

interconnection and the interrelation of insects and

plants and animals in our environment,  the

fundamentals were that we had a food pyramid

being the top carnivore, mankind was at the top

and of course at the bottom,  the foundation it was

based on,  was single cell plants and animals and

phytoplankton and at that time even we had a

realization that you disturb or disrupt or

compromise any level of that pyramid there would

be ramifications for the whole ecosystem.  But yet

we here today think that we can, following the

reductions principle, so to speak, that the scientific

community likes to phrase, is that you insert a

gene even from cross species sometimes into

plants and somehow that’s not going to have any

kind of an impact on our environment.  Now our

environment is very volatile.  W e’re only beginning

to understand those relationships between plants

and insects and animals and I think that until-I

almost have the feeling that we’re involved, we’re

guinea pigs so to speak of an ongoing experiment-

and so for that very reason I call this a very, very

flawed and poor science. 

Science is supposed to be guided by that if you do

a set number of principals you will always come to

a desired conclusion.  That has been proven time

and time false.  It’s not a reality with this type of

science.  Buffer zones for cereal crops and oil

crops, whatever it was, oil seed crops,  a number

of years ago had to be magnified dramatically in

terms that they found that genetic pollution was

occurring at far and far greater distances and the

fact that they couldn’t segregate especially the  oil

seeds and grain industry in the W est right now

where it’s hard to find, for instance, canola that is

not genetically polluted goes to show me that they

couldn’t segregate it there where they have a vast

amount of land at their disposal, how are we ever

going to segregate these crops here with a land

mass the fraction the size of even one of these

counties in the western part of this country.

The danger about this technology is that it is

irreversible meaning that it may already be too late

for us to develop a non-GMO canola plant here for

seed elsewhere for the very reason that I think if

studies were done here on the Island they would

find that probably a large amount of this genetic

material has already been spread to other weeds,

whatever, that are in the same family as the canola

plant. So, for instance, therein lies, you know, the

danger of this technology is the fact that even if we

abolished GMO canola here right now and tried to

reintroduce it again not being genetically

contaminated it probably wouldn’t be feasible to do

that and we’ve only been growing GM canola here

for a matter of a very few years.  So we still are

lucky enough that we have the luxury that we can

have that window of opportunity in other crops

where we can roll back the hands of time but only

a very small window of opportunity.

As the presenters just before me said that this is

about choice.  W ell, unfortunately this type of

technology diminishes your options. For instance,

it protects the right of the grower to produce GMO

foods, crops or whatever, but what about the

organic and conventional farmer that’s next door.

Because of genetic contamination his access to

being able to market,  therefore an income,  could

be diminished or decimated to the  point where

they’re forced out of business. And I can foresee

here within a period of probably 24 months where

we see the first probably case before the courts of

one farmer pitted against another farmer

embroiled in a legal battle and lawsuits, whatever

or looking for some kind of compensation for the

loss of market. 

 W here does the responsibility of this government

lie? Producers were not asked whether or not GE

technology should be introduced here.  It was

done under kind of a cloak of secrecy.  Therefore

I think that the government has a responsibility to
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the producers of this Island, both people that

decided to adopt this technology and people who

decided not to go with this technology and I think

that that’s  the reason why the NFU is pushing

ahead here right now.  W e’ll be lobbying the

government later on this fall to introduce under the

crop insurance, existing crop insurance programs,

stipulations that will guarantee that with  loss of

marketability of a crop because of genetic

contamination guilt doesn’t have to be proven

where that genetic material comes from but the

fact that it’s there and he loses the right to market

his crop,  therefore income,  he should be

compensated under some components in the Crop

Insurance Program.

This technology, I think, is very unjust.  The fact

that we’ve given private sector corporations

patents on life forms, I think,  is unacceptable and

one of the worst decisions ever rendered by the

Supreme Court in this country.  For instance, a lot

of these cereal grains especially and other crops

that are being manipulated, there’s genes  being

inserted into them to exhibit prescribed

characteristics.  They’re allowed to do this and all

of a sudden they gain complete control over that

plant.  W hat about the other characteristics that

are portrayed by that plant?  Characteristics that

have evolved by many, many civilizations over

thousands of years that have domesticated these

plants, have increased the yields, have increased

the nourishment level of these plants through the

natural evolution process.  Some of these crops

have become drought resistant because of the

regions where they are grown.  All of those

characteristics and all of those attributes are

simply thrown out the door, they’re redundant.

And all these private sector corporations have to

do is-they have the technology, the resources at

their disposal to insert a gene like I said.  They’ll

display glyphosate resistance or some kind of pest

resistance, be it in terms of a fungus or insecticide

or whatever-the insecticide is usually through the

integration of the BT bacteria into it- and yet they

control total rights over that plant and therefore

can charge royalties.

As ridiculous as it is this is almost the same

scenario that if I was driving into Charlottetown

and I stopped by Fair Isle Ford, I took a tire out of

the trunk of my car, went in and took one of the

front tires off one of their new half- tons and placed

my tire on it, jumped in the truck and asked for the

keys.  I was driving away with it  and the dealer

would say-what are you doing?  I’d say well, I

genetically manipulated this vehicle to a certain

extent.  I have a new tire therefore it’s not similar

to what it was before therefore I now own the

rights to it.  It would be unheard of.  I’d be locked

up and put in jail but yet private sector

corporations are allowed to do essentially

something the same thing.  I think it’s a grave

injustice to society because nothing is as important

to a free society as access to an adequate, healthy

supply of food and essentially we’ve passed over

control.  And control is the main agenda of

corporations that own the rights to this technology.

It’s not about better yields.  It’s not about more

nourishing plants.  It’s not about feeding the world,

it never was and in all fairness to the people

who’ve developed it, they never really proposed

that.  It’s about one thing and one thing only and

that’s about control. 

And to give a parallel here- what if we gave the

control or if they gain control over the food system

similarly to the companies that are in the oil and

gas business.  Something so necessary to the

well-being of society should not be in the hands of

the private sector.  Just think, look at the impact

the oil companies and the price of oil is having on

society today.  It’s going to have, we’re going to

have a major recession coming again here.  So to

parallel that, if you get companies like Monsanto

and other companies like that have this

technology, have the rights to those plants

therefore charge a royalty to a farmer, in essence

they control the food system.  If you control the

seeds you control the food system.  I am very

alarmed that provincial governments and our

federal government and other government across

North America, whatever, have relinquished

control over the food system to a large degree and

we’re essentially on a precipice here of losing

control over our food system and once we do we’ll

be nothing more than serfs on our land and

repercussions to all of society will be dramatic and

unacceptable.

So I think it’s all important that -  I think that if there

are benefits to be bestowed upon a society at a

later date after the research and more research,

many years of research is done on this then fine.

I think though instead private sector corporations

should not hold the, probably the  main thrust of

the experimenting going on with this technology.

I think it has to be done by governments funding

post secondary education so if there are benefits
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to be derived from this down the road, many years

to come, then there should not be a royalty charge

for it.  It should be in the public domain at that

time.

There has been many studies done and like I say

you can, I’ve never seen the scientific community

split, you know, on such research.  You’ve

probably heard submissions from both sides of the

equation here right now.  But because there’s such

a split, even in the scientific community,  I think

that should have this government act responsibility

and say listen, maybe there has to be a

moratorium or there has to be a ban probably until

we can see definitely if there’s not going to be any

negative impacts to this.  Because this

technology’s certainly in its infancy right now. And

who’s going to be held liable down the road if there

are consequences to our health?  It’s not going to

be everybody.  But there’s going to be probably

consequences of a tiny percentage of the

population that have irreversible side effects.

W ho’s going to protect them?  W ho’s going to

address their fears and their questions?  And right

now no one is liable.  The companies are not

liable, the governments are not liable and I think

that, you know, I think in order to . . . the

government should step to the plate and, I think,

address that situation.  

It goes to show you for instance, since up until

1995 25 per cent of our canola production in the

western part of the country was exported to the

EU.  That is now zero.  Just in the last ten years

that has dropped to zero.  Sure we have other

markets in China. Chinese markets are very, very

low, what we call, rates of return to the producer,

almost to the point where it’s hardly even worth

transporting that product there.  So essentially

we’ve lost all markets except for a few that are

willing to take this type of product.  And so I see no

benefits to be bestowed upon agriculture most

definitely,  nor society.  And I think that it be’s

incumbent upon this government really to-I see no

other way but to reverse the current agenda and

go with an outright ban.  And that’s essentially all

I have to say today.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay, any

questions? Richard.

Richard Brown (L):   So the NFU wants

legislation banning the use of genetically modified

crops on PEI.

Danny Hendricken:   Yes, further to that, we

talked about Irvings and the McCain family and

about the GMO potato production, if it would ever

make a comeback.  I don’t think it ever will.  The

very fact that consumers don’t want it and the

Cavendish and the McCains people of this world

are very astute business people. Their bottom line

is a return to their investors and they’ve seen that

it would be so expensive to try to segregate it, to

entertain GMO production and conventional it

would be near impossible in their plants.  They’d

have to have two separate lines in order to

segregate it.  They knew the writing on the was

that if they introduced this GM potato into their

processing lines that consumers would go to other

processing companies for their product.

But yes, to get back to you Mr. Brown, we’re for an

outright ban on.  W e see co-existence is not

feasible for most plants. 

Richard Brown (L):   Is this a national NFU or is

it local?

Danny Hendricken:   Yes, it is national.  It’s the

national, yes.

Richard Brown (L):   So the national is opposed

to its members in Saskatchewan growing canola

and all that?

Danny Hendricken:   I’m glad you brought that

up.  W e had quite a tumultuous time when we first

introduced this principle to our national body and

we actually had members leave our organization

because of that because they thought it would be

a lot easier to farm large expanses of land in

W estern Canada and because of reduced

pesticide use and everything else it would probably

increase their bottom  line.  A large number of

these producers, in fact I think 90 per cent of

them, have returned to the National Farmer’s

Union because in the last five years that they’ve

been growing these plants they’ve seen now

weeds that not controllable with any cocktail of

chemical that you may use.  They’re glyphosate

resistant.  Virtually the only way to eliminate those

plants out of your crops out there right now is to

physically remove them or else burn them.

Richard Brown (L):   Your main reason is

economics or science?

Danny Hendricken:   The main reason is both.
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Right they’re seeing that they’re not getting away

with one spray anymore.  That they have to spray

and use other chemicals or whatever to kill. The

canola is coming back to contaminate their grain

crops and they can’t kill it.  So an economic one-

initially it was there, now it’s not.  Science-this here

experiment, like I said earlier, seems to be an

ongoing one and the principles behind the science

seems to be changing at all times in order to suit

their needs.  So to characterize it as even science

I think is really pushing it.

Richard Brown (L):   Thank you very much.

Ron MacKinley (L):    I’ve got a question.  The

Federation of Agriculture, I believe, supports

GMO.  I stand to be corrected. The Federation

supports GMO doesn’t it?

(Unidentified From Floor): Support a choice.

Ron MacKinley (L): Yes, you support a choice.

Yes. They’re either way where you guys are only

one way and that’s against it.  W hy would there be

so much difference between two farm groups?

Danny Hendricken:   W ell, because we’ve seen

the writing on the wall.  I’ve just mentioned here,

Ronnie,  before you came in that we are very

market oriented, export oriented province.  The

reality out there is out there, like it or not, a large

majority of the consumers don’t want-if they the

choice and when this labelling comes into power

here in the next two years from the federal

government, when you can see labelling GE foods

and non-GE foods the choice will be for non-GE

every time if given the choice.

Ron MacKinley (L): W hat are we going to be

selling non-GE when you sell export?  You mean

off-shore.

Danny Hendricken:   Off-shore for instance, I can

foresee down the road by us being a non-GE

province of having, making major inroads in terms

of gaining a major market share over other

provinces in our red meat, in our poultry, in our

eggs and in our milk.  Because if we elim inated

GMOs from the ration of our livestock,  and you

could more or less label that on the packaging and

on the container that it’s non-GE ration fed

livestock,  it would be a major selling proponent in

Prince Edward Island.

Ron MacKinley (L): The only thing is in Atlantic

Canada we’re not self-sufficient in  beef.  If you go

to the new beef plant the farmers are getting 8 or

9 cents a pound less than they are in Ontario and

it’s local beef and it’s better than the Ontario beef

that’s coming in.  So I mean you say these things

but will a consumer pay?  If you look at Atlantic

beef, we’re not self-sufficient so the beef is coming

into Atlantic Canada to be sufficient.  W e have the

new plant and it’s excellent beef.  I got beef at

Coop Atlantic and I also bought it  at another chain

store and you could tell the difference of how

much better it was.  So it’s established.  But the

farmer that’s going to the beef plants on PEI,

whether it’s GMO or not,  is getting 9 cents a

pound less on a dressed weight than they are in

Ontario and Ontario’s got to ship the beef in here.

So doesn’t that tell you have a problem with the

marketing here more than whether it’s GMO free

or not. 

 Like if you get GMO free is it still going to get less

than Ontario coming in?  Like, there’s a prime

example.  How come somebody hasn’t done

anything with the beef?  Like, for instance the beef

on PEI, it should be PEI’s beef out the plant should

be Ontario priced plus the freight down here and if

local people would go for the beef then we should

have the market corner and the beef should be

about 20 cents a pound dressed weight more.  But

in reality that’s not happening.

Danny Hendricken:   I’m in total agreement with

you but of course this is a new plant.  W ithout the

plant I think the beef industry would certainly meet

an early demise here. There’s growing pains to be

associated with this new plant.  I’m sure they can

be worked out. W e hope to have a general

meeting of the beef producers and the plant to

more or less see what are the logistics behind the

plant, what’s its agenda, where does it hope to be

in two or three years time.  But I foresee that not

only looking-you’re right-I see major growth

potential here in the beef industry here.  And if we

could, along with that,  congruent with having good

beef in our local plant here whatever, that we could

further than that establish the fact that we have

non-GE rations fed to this livestock, that would be

a major incentive for people to ask the question-

this Ontario beef coming in it’s not labelled,

whatever, but you labelled yours GE free.  That’s

an incentive, whatever.   That’s a way of displacing

that beef from coming in and not only that but  why

do we have to just  be worried about the Atlantic
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market here?  Our beef, because it could be GE

free,  could have markets in Japan, could have

markets in Korea and in Europe, no problem.

Ron MacKinley (L): W e can’t supply them

because it’s not self-sufficient beef in Atlantic

Canada and it’s not economic scale to supply to

Japan when you can’t even fill your own local

markets.

Danny Hendricken:   But that’s an envy of a lot of

different sectors.  W ouldn’t you like to be not

sufficient, whatever.  Not sufficient means more or

less that there’s a direct correlation that there’s

major expansion can be done in the industry.

Ron MacKinley (L): There is but the farmer’s

aren’t making any money.   That’s why they’re not

expanding.  You’re a farmer.  If you’re making

money at it you expand.  A lot of cow-calf

operators are getting out of the business right now

because they went through BSE.  There was no

government assistance here provincially where

Nova Scotia saw it, Quebec saw it.  So I mean we

have a problem there political.  Our committee met

here.  W e made a recommendation of $100 a

cow, the cow-calf operators.  It went to Cabinet, it

was turned down.  

So I mean, Danny, I’m not saying what you’re

saying is right or wrong but in the big picture, if you

hear from the farmers looking at it, not Ronnie

MacKinley, the politician, but the farmers are

saying to me is we got our own plant. W e got

smart people running it but every time they say we

gotta do better, the thing is the plant’s been up and

running for a year and we’re still getting 8 or 9

cents a pound less than they would in Ontario.

W e should have started off at 8 or 9 cents above.

There’s something not adding up.

Danny Hendricken:   W e’re talking about  two

different issues right here now.  W e’re talking

about a problem that’s associated with the beef

industry and the lack of marketing, the lack of

vision in that industry.  And that can certainly

change but it’s not going to change in the manner

in which we’re doing business there right now and

that will certainly hopefully be addressed over the

winter.

But what I’m talking about here right now is that we

still have the option here to feed this livestock, to

differentiate ourselves and  to do niche marketing

that a lot of other different provinces don’t have

right  now, don’t have the luxury of doing.  And I’m

saying is I hate to close that window of opportunity

on us and so that we can have something that can

be a definite benefit to the industry in getting at

new markets and getting a better price.  But right

now, you’re right, there are problems in the beef

industry but they can certainly be addressed.

Ron MacKinley (L): But if you go to,  say we have

GMO free beef, let’s say we did go GMO free,  so

then we’d have to ban all the corn or anything

coming into PEI because the corn could be GMO

coming in.  So you’d only be supplying your own

feed here.  And we can’t even look after the little

beef plant.  So I mean, your ideas-I’m not saying-

there’s nothing  wrong with your ideas but are they

reality?  Like, if you look at GMO corn and it was in

the paper today and Mr. Loo had GMO corn and

he can’t grow it because-GMO free corn-because

of his neighbours.  But if you go to Sobeys or one

of the chain stores and you put GMO corn grown

and not GMO is the consumer when they go there

going to pay  more money?  That’s where the

problem is.  Does the consumer pay more money

and 99 per cent of the chance is they won’t. You

could have the best pork in PEI but when it’s a

roast in a store and somebody else comes in with

a roast from outside the province and it’s 50 cents

a kg cheaper the consumer-if you did a poll with

the consumer-would say, oh, yeah, we’ll buy that

but when they get to the store if it looks the same,

tastes as good, they’re going to buy the cheaper

product.  That’s what we’re run up against.

Danny Hendricken:   But there’s another problem

that’s not kind of related to what we’re at here right

today but there is a pricing formula, there is the

consolidation of power at the retail level.  The

consumer doesn’t have to pay one bit more but

there’s lots of room in this system to pay farmers

quite a substantially bit more and of course, as I

say, that’s another problem for another day to be

worked out.  That’s in terms of retail consolidation,

processing consolidation.  But that’s certainly a

topic for another day I think.

Ron MacKinley (L): Like they’re taking, one of the

chain stores have signed contracts- they want

fresh corn so they’re buying it anywhere from Peru

to Mexico to Florida to the Valley to PEI now.  And

if the consumer goes in and you could phone them

up or you could go to the kitchen table when we’re

having dinner and we could ask people and
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everyone around the table would say-oh yeah,

we’d like to buy that.  But when it gets on the store

counter they look at the price and the quality of it.

If the quality is the same and the price is lower

they’ll take that product.

Danny Hendricken:   There again we go about

co-existence. You know, you brought up the corn.

Corn is a very prolific cross-pollinator and the fact

that you can’t grow organic corn or conventional

non-GE corn right now is next to impossible

already here.  So there goes to show you again in

terms of that one crop,  are there choices open to

producers right now?  No, there’s not.  So in all

fairness I thought this was about creating choices

and options instead of closing the door on those

choices and options.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Eva.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Yes, when you talk about

choices and options, Danny, and thank you for

coming in today with your presentation,  but as

we’ve heard many, many people and different

points of view, we also had people who said I want

the option of being able to grow the GMO and the

things they have told us-I get higher yield, I get

lower dockage, I get less soil tillage, less

pesticides.  So again, they’re also talking of

options.  So this is the dilemma we’re in is trying to

weigh the pros and the cons in this situation.

And when we talk about what Ronnie-we had a

survey given to us this morning that was done by

consumers right across the country through people

that shop at Coop Atlantic, Sobeys, Metro,

Quebec, Loblaws, A & P Dominion, Longos,

Federated Coop-and what Ron just said that’s

exactly what she told us.  That  when they come in

price is the number one, the lowest price is the key

thing in this whole survey they’ve done to all these

shoppers and asked specifically about the GE

labelling.  And the question that I have-store

inspections found 117 different GE reference

foods. So if we go GMO free here what do we do

with all the foods that coming in here that already

have some of these traits in them?

Danny Hendricken:   There’s the matter about

choice.  Our own federal government has denied

the general public that in this country up until this

point in time and time and time again legislation to

do with labelling of GE products, whatever, was

passed over time and time again.   It was

introduced here just about a year ago and I think

the government is now serious about doing it and

hopefully implementing it within the next 18

months.  Now, there’s nothing you can do to stop

that but at least you allow the consumer to make

informed decisions then. This contains a certain

portion of GE, whatever,  in the makeup of the

product, this other product doesn’t, whatever.  At

least then consumers can see just how prevalent

GE foods have been without their knowledge,

without them agreeing to it and then at least they

can make the decision.  And I think that there’s a

major market share I think can be realized by not

being GE.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   So what should we do

with all the products that come in here that already

have the trait in it?

Danny Hendricken:   You mean already

processed goods?

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Sounds like most of it’s

cereals.

Danny Hendricken:   Yes, well I’m afraid there’s

nothing you can do about that or whatever, just as

long as it is labelled and consumers - I’m afraid

though because it’s so pronounced at the retail

level right now-these products-that there’s very

little choice left for consumers and that’s very, very

unfortunate.  But I think there still is an opportunity

out there, you know, for maybe  different forms of

cereals or whatever to be manufactured, maybe

on a more local level right here in eastern Canada

from non-GE corn, from non-GE cereals or

whatever.  

 You know, to simply throw our hands up in

despair, which is what I think the corporations that

control this technology and our own federal

government would like us to say, we can’t do

anything with it, it’s already here, it’s too

pronounced, it’s too widespread, we can’t

segregate it therefore just let’s go GE .  And  I

think that would be very unfortunate and I think,

you know, that the impact - we don’t even

understand the impact it’s going to have on our

environment and on our health over the next - it

might take 10, 20 years yet before we realize just

how significant the impact will be on society.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   W e had Health Canada

here yesterday and they give an overview or more
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than an overview of - their whole, I guess

challenge, is food safety- and they have I felt

assured us that to the best of their ability and they

even do a double check that  the food that’s

coming through is safe.

Danny Hendricken:   A large, significant amount

of the data that Health Canada used in its surveys

and coming up with the statistics was simply

presented to it by the Monsantos of the world and

it was never scrutinized, never questioned, it was

simply adopted, put on the fast track and said

okay, fine.  The scientists here said if their

scientists said that it’s safe therefore it must be

safe.  

The only time that-goes to show you how Health

Canada functions- is what about the time of the

BST in the milk, the growth hormone in the milk,

whatever to make cattle produce more milk.

There were two scientists that I have in my report

here,  whatever,  that blew the whistle that, you

know, there wasn’t enough independent research

done and they were let go by Health Canada.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   They tell us it’s not fast

tracked and they even have a second level of

inspections.  Anyway, thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: W ayne.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Yes, I just want to add to

that.  I suggest when you get a chance read the

transcripts of the Health Canada presentation

yesterday morning from a Mr. Mayerss because he

did speak about the initial review and then later on

the review of the reviews and it’s conducted the

same way that drug companies, when they do the

research to develop new drugs, the same process

has to take place and it’s a rigorous peer review of

all the data that’s there.  It isn’t a rubber-stamping

exercise.  That’s not what he told us  yesterday.

So I want to dispel that myth if I could. 

You say that people would rather eat rat feces

than GE foods.   So how do you reconcile that with

what Mr. MacIssac just told us.  I don’t know if you

were in the room or not but he said when

NatureMark was out on the market there it was

selling and it was selling at a premium and the lady

this morning, Jeanne Cruickshank from the

Canadian Council of Grocery Distributers said that

even when they had GE mock-up labels it didn’t

matter at all.  There was no emotional reaction

from people to it in terms of the products that they

were purchasing at the store.  So, you know, we’re

getting contradictory views here.

Danny Hendricken: Yes, what you do is, of

course Ms. Cruickshank, she represents

Independent Grocers Association and the grocery

association is one of the, I think, main problems

about how prevalent GE foods are right now.  They

don’t want them labelled or of any kind of way to

identify them because it’s  so pronounced, they

can take up so much shelf space.  It would be

detrimental to their ability to sell if they to mark,

you know, everything as being a component of

GE, a portion of GE or what percentage of GE in

every food and so they know that it would be very

cost ineffective for them to do that.  So they’re not

a big proponent of labelling. They are a big

supporter of this GE technology.

Wayne Collins (PC):   The NatureMark potatoes,

how do you reconcile that when it was on the

market and selling?

Danny Hendricken:   The NatureMark potato, well

I don’t know.  I remember the NatureMark potato

very well but I go back to, like the Irvings and the

McCains scenario again, you know, very

knowledgeable and their bottom line is the most

important thing to them and they could see that the

writing was on the wall that they, you know, had to

abolish it from their processing lines.  You know,

the NatureMark potato,  I don’t know why I’m not

familiar with the percentage of market share that

it had, the pricing formula that it had at the stores

right now so I really can’t comment on that.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Regarding the beef plant

just for a moment, just to change gears a little bit,

are there not beef coming over from across the

other side of the Strait too to be processed at that

plant.

Danny Hendricken:   Yes.

Wayne Collins (PC):   So what does that do to the

scenario of PEI being GMO free?  All of a sudden

then you’ve got to impose the same rules in Nova

Scotia and how do you do that?

Danny Hendricken:   W ell, it would not be hard.

You’d have to probably have certain days when

you could segregate, just have the animals from

across the other side slaughtered.  W e have a
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federal funded traceability program there that

you’re supposed to be able to identify every animal

from plate to the . . .

Wayne Collins (PC):   W ouldn’t that create a dual

marketing policy of the plant?

Danny Hendricken:   Essentially possibly it could.

Wayne Collins (PC):   W e’re having trouble

enough with one now.

Danny Hendricken:   But those are problems.

W hen I say this beef plant is in its infancy, you

know, there are going to be growing pains.  Every

plant is the same and in fact there is a lot of

people out there would like to see this plant fail.

This plant is being looked at very closely by

farmers and municipalities and provincial

governments right across this country as being a

new model, a new kind of an attitude of

cooperation between retailer, consumer and

producer.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Believe me, I want to see

it do well.

Danny Hendricken:   Yes, and it will but to simply

say that, you know, that it won’t work to have a

GMO free ration here because there’s animals

coming in from the other side.  Because of the

technology we have at our disposal at that plant,

the traceability that’s there that every animal if it

comes from my farm I can identify which-that

ribeye steak, that piece of that hamburger-where

it came from, what animal.  So it’s not hard with

this traceability.

Wayne Collins (PC):   On the one hand, Danny,

you said earlier it would be silly for the McCains or

Cavendish to set up two lines, one for GMO

potatoes and one for non-GMO.  W ouldn’t it be

just as ludicrous for the meat plant in its growing

days to try to separate itself like that?

Danny Hendricken:   W ell, I would like to see

that.  For instance this plant here since about

probably 90 per cent of the total beef that’s going

to be processed that comes from PEI and there’s

no reason why PEI can’t stipulate that for this beef

that’s coming in here, that it has to have a ration

that’s GE free.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Any other

questions?

Ron MacKinley (L): I just have one.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay, Ron.

Ron MacKinley (L): McCains are world leaders in

french fries.  McCains - was it EUC countries

banned GMOs over in England, Britain and all

them and the reason McCains banned it was

because there was an extensive lobby so all

Cavendish was following in the footsteps of

McCains because McCains went worldwide,  no

GMO potatoes.  And Cavendish is their

competition and the reason they went was

because of McCains.  So that’s basically what

happened.

Danny Hendricken:   W ell, I think that is fairly

astute of the Irvings because McCains is the world

leader.  The world leader knows that the writing is

on the wall, that consumer preference is for non-

GE, could see that the financial consequences

would be dramatic.

Ron MacKinley (L): McCains, they do all kinds of

juices and that.  Are they GMO free, all their juices

or just potatoes?

Danny Hendricken:   I know potatoes for sure

right now.

Ron MacKinley (L): They have a major, major

small foods and everything else, (indistinct) you

name it.  For all you know they could be GMO.

There was a lobby group brought on by the EUC

and it was against GMO at that time.  Since then

those countries have softened their stand I believe.

Is that true?

Danny Hendricken:   To a certain degree.  They

softened their stand in the terms of that now they

have allowable limits.  But those limits are not

humanly possible to, even to ever attain.  So

essentially they still have a ban.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Very good.  Thank

you, Danny, for coming in. I know you’re a busy

man like everybody else this time of year. W hen is

that storm going to arrive?

Danny Hendricken:   W ell, supposedly by

tomorrow morning or whatever, kind of the
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remnants of the last hurricane is supposed to be

hitting here, dumping quite a bit of precipitation on

us. Those guys that are with me they were

supposed to get their grain off and they were

scared if they get 50 or 60 millimetres that’s

supposed to come it would be probably be the end

of it.

Just before I leave I’d like to say it’s a dangerous

situation where private sector is going to gain so

much control over the food system here.  You

control the seeds, you control the food and I don’t

think-I’ve never seen what kind of graduated scale,

what kind of formula are they using to, you know,

to put royalties on these patents, whatever, so that

primary producers can access them.  It will be

direct correlation between the price they charge for

royalties will be on the ability of producers to pay.

So essentially they could hold the entire food

system hostage.

Ron MacKinley (L): One second before you go,

Danny, when is that storm coming, did you say?

Danny Hendricken:   I think it’s 2:45 tomorrow

afternoon hitting the west end of the Island first.

Ron MacKinley (L): No, but when is it supposed

to hit here, the rain, do you know?

Danny Hendricken:   Starting tomorrow, I believe.

Ron MacKinley (L): Tomorrow.

Danny Hendricken:   Yes.  This is my master

copy so can I simply leave it over here?  Thank

you very much.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Thanks, Danny.

I think we’ll take a break.  Mr. Ikede is not here yet.

W e’ll take a few minutes.

(Short Break)

Part VII - Ifo Ikede

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay, we’ll

reconvene. How are you, sir?  You are Mr. Ikede.

Ifo Ikede:   Ikede.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay, what’s your

first name?

Ifo Ikede:   Ifo.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay.  So do you

have a presentation or an oral one, whatever?

Ifo Ikede:   I have an oral presentation and I would

like to submit some information, background on

what . . .

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: That would be

what?

Ifo Ikede:   I would like to submit some more

background on what I will be discussing for the

committee to review at their convenience.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: That’s fine.  You

can begin.

Ifo Ikede:   Alright. Basically my view and the

growing scientific view on genetically modified

organisms in general is that it’s not a good thing

and there’s mounting scientific evidence that’s

being uncovered, especially with some of the new

lawsuits that are going on with some of the major

corporations,  which are showing that they’ve been

hiding evidence of the actual damage of the

products and also hiding evidence of the fact that

a lot of their products are not as good as they

claim that they are.

There was a doctor from the UK named Arpad

Pusztai who was an advocate of genetical

engineering until his research with rats showed

that there was serious damage to their  immune

system and organic growth when they were fed

with genetically engineered potatoes, which is kind

of applicable to PEI.  This hadn’t shown up before

but they were starting to notice that the rats that

were fed regular potatoes were developing their

immune systems normally and those that were

being fed genetically modified potatoes were not

developing properly.  The reason why they were

doing this on rats he said was because it’s not

practical or ethical to do the research on babies. 

But basically what this has shown is how this could

negatively affect the future generations.  And if you

look at the research and if you look at the health

board on PEI you would notice that there is an

increase in all kinds of immune related diseases

on PEI and I don’t think it’s a coincidence.  So  I

think it’s one of the things that should be looked

into.  He was fired from his job after he published
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the information.

Ron MacKinley (L): W ho did he work for?

Ifo Ikede: He was working, he was doing research

for a project that was funded by, let’s see . . . 

Unidentified from Floor:   The Rhodes Institute

in Aberdeen, Scotland.

Ifo Ikede:   Thank you.  And he’d been there for

30 years.  And the research was funded by the

public but they didn’t want he public to actually

have the results of the report which was why he

was fired.  

There are also issues of money and I as a

traditional African come from a long history of

people who have farmed, who have taken care of

products, taken care of agriculture, taken care of

our animals.  One of the essential things for

farmers is to be able to preserve your seeds and

with genetically modified seeds you’re not allowed

to do that.  So basically you get into a position

where you’re working for whoever you bought the

seeds from.  That’s a very dangerous situation.

Presently if you are not involved in that kind of

market whatever seeds you produce, at the end of

the year you can save them and reuse them for

the next year.  W hich means that if you didn’t have

any seeds because you never farmed before and

so you could get into farming you only have to buy

seeds once.  W ith the new scenario that they are

trying to put across basically you pay for the seeds

and you have to keep paying a licensing fee which

keeps increasing and increasing.  So at the end of

the day you don’t own your farm any more.

And there’s also the case that came up in

Saskatoon recently where there was a farmer who

got some Monsanto seeds on his farm accidently

and he was told that he had to pay royalties to

Monsanto for seeds that they got on his farm.  So

that’s a serious, serious issue.

I’m not sure how this process is supposed to go.

Am I just supposed to present or is it questions

and answers?

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: You’re doing fine.

Just continue.

Ifo Ikede:   I’m not sure if I’m allowed to stop for

people to have questions or . . .

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: W ell, if you

proceed with what you have and then we can ask

questions, okay?

Ifo Ikede:   Okay.  There was another researcher,

John Losey,  who discovered that the Monarch

butterfly caterpillars died after eating the pollen

from genetically engineered corn and the industry

was unsuccessful in a campaign to basically

suppress his report.  And I’m guessing if the

caterpillars are dying after eating corn leaves that

they’ve been eating for a long time it’s not doing

that good to us if we eat them.  

There’s been a lot of research on this that has

been suppressed.  But I think another thing to

consider is also coming back to money.  Right now

in order for anyone on PEI to be able to sell their

products to the EU you cannot have genetically

modified organisms.  It would not be allowed at all.

There’s a lot of small Islands in the Carribean now

who’ve gone completely GMO free and they’re

growing completely organic and they’re doing quite

well and been able to sell their bananas and

whatever other products they can produce.

Basically as much as they can produce they’re

able to sell. 

Another advantage of the organic products in the

US, Canada and in the UK is that you get a

premium for the product which is kind of a nice

change compared to the current market situation

where basically the big guys decide what it is that

they’re going to pay.  And I’ve been talking to local

potato growers here on the Island and they’re

getting paid less than what it costs them to grow

them which doesn’t make any sense at the

moment.

I have a lot to say but any questions, comments.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Any questions?

Ron MacKinley (L):  I’ve got one.  W hat’s your

background?

Ifo Ikede:   I’m a social justice advocate and I’m

also fighting to preserve the cultural of the

indigenous people all over the world including my

people in the Niger Delta whose land is being

taken over by the petroleum industry.  So as an

indigenous person we understand the assault on

our culture by industry and also you start to

understand the inter- connectiveness of all these
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multi-national corporations who are affecting us in

very devastating ways.  So I’ve been researching

this since when I was a little kid back home and

have lived here for the last 16 years and I’m

surprised it’s only now that it’s coming up here.

Andy Mooney (PC):   Did you say you’ve been

here for the last 16 years?

Ifo Ikede:   Yes, in PEI or in Canada.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: W here did you say

you came from, the Delta?

Ifo Ikede:   The Niger Delta.  It’s a place that is

mistakenly called Nigeria.  They didn’t ask us what

it was called when they were drawing up the map.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: W ayne.

Wayne Collins (PC):    I have a couple of quick

questions.  You say that some of these companies

have, I presume you mean the genetically

engineered companies, right?

Ifo Ikede:   Yes.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Are hiding evidence-can

you expand on that a little bit?  W hat makes you

say that?

Ifo Ikede:   W hat makes me say that is the fact

that this has come out in a lot of the lawsuits.

They’ve threatened a bunch of professors here in

Canada and in the States and internationally that

are doing research on how effective their products

are. Basically your research has to say that their

stuff works or they cut your funding and discredit

you.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Could you refer me to

some particular case or some particular on that?

Ifo Ikede:   Yes, I have four of them right now.

The first one that I named Arpad Pusztai.  He

worked for the Rhodes Institute in Scotland for 30

years and he was a supporter, an advocate of

genetically engineering.

Wayne Collins (PC):   He’s the one who did the

experiments with the rats and GMO potatoes.

Ifo Ikede:   Yes.  And there’s Tyrone Hayes.  He

did research on the effect of an agricultural

chemical called Atrazime.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Tyrone Hayes.

Ifo Ikede:   Yes.  And he found that there was

damage to tissues and organs of amphibians

including sex change caused by the fluctuating

levels of estrogen and testosterone.  He also

found-what was most surprising about this test

was that they had done it at levels that were about

600 times below what was acceptable for our

drinking water and it was still affecting the

organisms.  And this was industry financed

research.  And then they tried to suppress his work

so he quit and then published his research.

There’s John Losey.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Losey.

Ifo Ikede:   Yes.  He discovered the Monarch

butterfly caterpillars were dying after eating the

pollen and they found that out accidently.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Okay.

Ifo Ikede:   And there’s also Ignacio Chapela and

they discovered about the engineered corn that

had, the genetically engineered corn that had

invaded some of the ancient species in Mexico.

Wayne Collins (PC):   GM corn in Mexico.  Now,

one other question I had for you.  You mentioned

that there are some Carribean Islands that have

declared themselves GMO free.  W hich Islands

would they be?

Ifo Ikede:   That’s one of the things I forget to put

in my PDA when I was leaving.  I know that the

Island Guyana is working on that and there’s a lot

of organic farming going on there.  I’m not sure if

they are actually, the whole Island is genetically

free or not.  But I know that most of what they grow

is.  Right now I can’t think off the top of my head

but I will forward that information.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Eva.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   W hen you talk about the

UK, you can’t sell your products. Yesterday we had

a presentation made by- was it Health Canada that

told us that or the other group- where now each
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time there’s a genetic change or they call it an

“event”, and they said right now in the UK . . . 

Wayne Collins (PC):   EU.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Yes, EU.  That they’ve

already approved five events and they’re almost

there with approving the sixth event in regards to

the genetically modified foods.  That was our

understanding from the presentation done

yesterday.

Ifo Ikede:   W hat do you mean by “event”?

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   W ell, explain it,  W ayne.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Any time there’s a change

that’s made, I guess.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   A gene inserted.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Yes, a gene inserted is a

bit closer to the mark.  It would appear that the

standards, international standards are, you know,

agreed upon by the various countries and the EU

is now just one event short of complete approval of

the various kinds of genetically modified organism

events and so presumably that if and when they

approve that sixth event it is going to open the

door or ajar.

Ifo Ikede:   Except that in the EU the consumers

are very conscious about it is that they consume.

There is mandatory labeling which we don’t have

in this country.  Also in Germany they just recently

passed legislation that any genetically modified

organism or company that was proposing to using

an organism had to be liable for any negative

effects of that and I think because of that they

have pulled back.  One of the things that a lot of

the GMO companies are afraid of is liability and so

I think one of the other things we could do in this

country or North America is have labeling,

mandatory labeling and also if they claim that the

products are safe- which all the research shows

they aren’t, that it isn’t- then they should be

completely liable for any negative damage of it.

And I think their shareholders would not be open to

supporting that.  So that’s another way of getting

around it.

Wayne Collins (PC):   W e were told that Spain is

a big producer of genetically modified food

products and Spain is a member of the EU so how

they’re getting away with it, I assume that they’re

exporting some of the products as well around the

world.

Ifo Ikede:   They might be exporting to the US but

if . . . I like to eat natural foods.  Science has been

done, research has  been done here in Canada

showing that when people move here from other

parts of the world and start eating the food that the

rest of the Canadians eat within 10 years their

health has deteriorated.  That’s what it used to be.

Now what we’re seeing is within a year or

sometimes shorter, people who are used to not

eating the junk that is being fed to us in the name

of food over here, and they move here and start

eating it,  that the health conditions are just

outrageous.  It is an insult to call what we buy in

our supermarkets today food.  It is so far removed

from what it used to be a few generations ago here

on this Island that it’s not even remotely close.

W e’re poisoning ourselves and our children.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Do you mean fast

food chains?

Ifo Ikede:   No, no, no.  I’m talking about the foods

that you buy at your grocery stores.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Most of it, a lot of it’s

imported.

Ifo Ikede:   Even the local stuff that’s being grown

on the farms, you look at all the pesticides that

have been used, you look at the modifications that

they’re doing to the potatoes to prevent them from

getting various diseases.  There have been no

tests done on what the long term effects are on

people and the little things that have been done

they are suppressing the reports because they’re

not good.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   W hen you talked about

the Monarch butterfly,  and I don’t have that

presentation with me, but I know this was put to us

by an earlier presenter and then in further research

we had information that kind of counter-acted that

situation and I don’t have that with me so this is

the second time that that one came up.  But again,

and I refer back to this- this survey was done by

consumers right across the country- and it appears

in all the surveys that was done that we’re not

finding the same consistencies.  They seem to

indicate here that on all our store shelves there’s

probably GE referenced foods that aren’t even
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produced here that come from all over the place

and what do you suggest that we should do in that

regard as a committee when they talk about

banning GMOs here in the province but yet many

products that’s on our shelves that are already

here, if it’s a health factor, then what should we do

in that regard?

Ifo Ikede:   I’d say information is the most

important thing and also mandatory labeling which

if we have mandatory labeling of what it is that is in

whatever we’re eating then the consumers can

make the decision. That’s what they’ve done in

some parts of the EU and   in the UK they have

done that.  And it’s made a big difference because

people have refused to buy, for the most part

people are refusing to buy genetically modified

food.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   W ell, here they did a

mock GE labeling in this study and it was done

across all the major chains right across Canada

and this research showed that the mock GE

labeling product did not produce significant

emotional reactions.  The number one factor that

people were looking for was cheap food that

tasted good.

Ifo Ikede:   I would agree and at the same time

disagree.  I think knowledge is power.  If I give you

a bowl of nice tasting cyanide and you know it’s

cyanide,  it doesn’t matter how good it tastes,

you’re not going to eat it except if you decide that

you want to kill yourself.  I think it’s important that

people know. I think we need to be informed of

what it is that we’re eating.  I think we have a right

to know.  

Eating is a very intimate thing so we need to know

what it is that we’re eating and if it so turns out that

people still want to eat it mainly because they

cannot afford to buy something better-there’s a lot

of junk food that people buy just because it’s

cheaper-but at least we believe people need to be

informed of what it is that they’re eating and not

just by labeling that it’s GM free but also by

educating he general public about what good

healthy food actually is and what it actually looks

like and what it actually tastes like because we

don’t have that right any more in our stores.  So

people have lost touch with what food is supposed

to be.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   Okay, thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Any more

questions?  Okay.  I want to thank you, sir.  I know

you had to rush over here because three of our

other presenters were a little early so  we were

trying to get you to come over so I appreciate the

fact that you were able to come a little early and

appreciate the fact that you did come.

Ifo Ikede:   And I appreciate the fact that you’re

actually going to hear what people have to say,

which I think is fundamental to democracy. 

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Take care.

Ifo Ikede:   Thank you very much.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay, so what

time do we start in the morning.

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):   Our first

presenter is going to be the Federation of

Agriculture at 9:15.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay.  9:15 in the

morning then.

Wayne Collins (PC):   Do we have a full slate

tomorrow of presenters or not sure yet?

Wilfred Arsenault (PC):   W e have a full slate of

presenters tomorrow.  Is that the plan

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):   That’s the

plan but I have to say it’s difficult to get them here.

(Indistinct)

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: I was just asking

so (indistinct)

Marian Johnston (Committee Clerk):   I feel we’ll

be done about the same time, quarter after three.

Wilbur MacDonald(PC) Chair: Okay.  (Meeting

adjourned.)
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